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6. onlywood - a dedication to apathy (1:47)

1.This is an Emergency (4:40)

Phil Norton
Words & music by Phil Norton
Produced by Matthew J Dufty, Bootfull Audio

antipoet [allanboyd]
Recorded & remixed on PC by BOZO, September 2001,
Kendenup, WA
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7. Can I Get That Supersized? (2:10)

Ian McBryde
The Still Company
Ian McBryde/Greg Ridell

Tam
Music by panika
Recorded at Payne Street Studios, 2001

3. Kitchen Synch (0:22)

8. Unpeople (2:45)

EA Gleeson
Recorded & produced by Matt Noble at Manna Gully
Studio, 2001

Benito Di Fonzo
Vocals recorded by Benito Di Fonzo
Produced by Archie Cuthbertson, RRR Studios, 2001

4. I'm Learning Tai Chi (0:15)

9. House Numbers (2:15)

Eric Beach
Recorded & produced by Archie Cuthbertson,
RRR Studios, October, 2001
Special appearance by England's Rose

Kerry Loughrey and Jim Gamack
Engineer Tony Bishop
Recorded in Melbourne, 1997

10. Popping the Wings (6:14)

5. white collar work (2:58)

Sarah Coles
Music by Guy Harris
Produced by Michael J Dufty, Bootfull Audio

Angela Costi
Music composed by lngenuitas
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11. lpanema (6:35)

16. Do You Want To Have Sex With Me? (2:43)

11 o Greenaway & Trevor Brown
Words by Lisa Greenaway; Music by Trevor Brown
Hucorded at SBS Radio, Sydney 2000, for Alchemy
I ngineered by George Raptis
Copyright Alchemy, SBS Radio (sbs.com.au/alchemy)
U ed with kind permission

Peter Salmon
Music & production by Michael J Dufty, Bootfull Audio

12. Wet (4:33)
Emilie Zoey Baker
Music & production by Michael J Dufty, Bootfull Audio

13. No Ice (4:06)
Sean M Whelan
Music by Binscab
Performed by Barney Danger and Tufty

14. Party Talk (1:22)
Paul Mitchell
Recorded & produced by Archie Cuthbertson,
RRR Studios, October, 2001

15. Cleopatra (4:15)
AJ Rochester
From the CD Sexual Encounters
Live at the Basement, 20th May, 2001
Broken Records
Drums: Dave Smith; Bass: Garry Cousins;
Guitar: Cal Clugston
(www.brokenrecords.net.au)

17. I Want To Fuck Henry Rollins (1:19)
Richard Watts
Recorded & produced by Archie Cuthbertson,
RRR Studios. October, 2001

18. The Loathsome Song (2:26)
Edward Burger
Recorded & produced by Archie Cuthbertson,
RRR Studios. October, 2001

19. You Are My Godzilla (5:20)
Luke Whitby
Recorded by Dean Peters, Bootfull Audio, at Babble, 10th
October 2001

20. Of Maps & Men: White Noise in
the Literacy of Becoming (5:32)
Jayne Fenton Keyne
Composed and produced by Jayne Fenton Keane at
Stalking Tongue Studios, October 2001
Features Nigel Lovell reading excerpts from Captain
Cook's journal and Drunken Sailor by Black Plus Red;
sampled from James Cook's First Voyage Around the
World, HM Bark Endeavour 1768-1771; produced by RCA
Ltd (Ron Wills) in Association with the Bank of NSW
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21. The Big Duck Hunt (2:21)

23. Everyone's Eyes Are Always Much
Smaller In Real Life (3:30)

Cringeworthy

Incorporates elements of Wes Harrison's You WonY

Adam Gibson

Believe Your Ears

Music by Paul Holden
Vocals recorded by Archie Cuthbertson,
RRR Studios, October, 2001

Recorded at RRR Studios

22. Mist (0:27)
Grant Caldwell

Recorded & produced by Archie Cuthbertson,
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EDITORIAL (1)

Adam Ford

I'll let you in on a secret, but you're not allowed to tell anyone else, okay? There's a message hidden in this
issue of Going Down Swinging. What you have to do is take the third letter of every fourth word on every
second page starting with page nineteen, and then run them backwards - the opposite order to which you
found them. Then you apply a basic backward-alphabet code to that string of letters (z=a, y=b, x =c, and so
on... ) and voila! Follow the instructions that are revealed and I'll explain the rest when I see you.
That's how we chose the pieces that you have set out before you in the following pages - it took a
lot longer than the usual "do I like this, does it move me, is it a fine example of its craft" method, but in the
long run we decided that it was better this way. Mathematics is the language of the twenty-first century. We
know you'll agree with us when we say that deriving an algorithmic selection criteria will remove all of the
arbitrariness and subjectivity from Australian literature once and for all.
Do not be deceived, my friend. Mock us at your peril. There are no exceptions to this rule. Those
who mock will be imperilled. Imperilled will those be who mock us. Those imperilled will be who us mock.
Who us mock, imperilled will those be. PV equals NRT, where N is Avogadro's constant. No greater friend
hath humanity than the enigmatic and constant Avogadro.
Mathematics. Don't forget. You'll pick it up in no time. And remember. We can see you from here.
The matter of the selection of the material that precedes page nineteen will be left until a later date,
by which time it is hoped that the Australian education system and the science of cerebral implanting will
be at a level that facilitates its full understanding.

ix
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EDITORIAL (2)

alicia sometimes

'We'll give them a yearbook they'll never forget'
- Heartbreak High
We're back. The yearly itch. The annual massage (message). We are so (tired) proud to give you another
year of words, text and sounds. We want more. On tape, by horseback, on CD, page, skywrite, DAT, Mini
Disc or in one of your mum's cakes. Thank you for the increased CD submissions. Keep them coming.
Some weird advice:
"You stalk natural sound effects as you would stalk a bird with a camera."
- The Radio Documentary Handbook
The story you never forget:
"I remember we were all horrified to see Grandpa up on the roof with his Superman cape on. 'Get down!'
yelled Uncle Lou. 'Don't Move!' screamed Grandma. But Grandpa wouldn't listen. He walked to the edge of
the roof and stuck out his arms, like he was going to fly. I forget what happened after that."
- Jack Handey
Why you might want to be in Going Down Swinging:
'Some writers take to drink, others take to audiences.'
- Gore Vidal
Now, if you see someone famous, you can get their autographs. (See page 145 for details.)

X
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EDITORIAL (3)

Stephen Grimwade

The latitude and longitude of GDS (or why can't I write a funny editorial?)
GDS maps 'new Australian writing'. It tries to identify those writers who wave at their past and then run for
the open spaces. GDS is not genre or politic or age or style specific. It doesn't want to preach to a
converted. It represents a heightened literacy (to borrow a phrase), but one without the arrogance of those
who look down from on high. It's a literary dating service marrying new writers and readers.
Wrth statements like these blu-tacked to the wall let's breathe life into the ideas. Let's realise the
limitations and limitless nature of a magazine made up of contributions. Heading for a literary 'true north' is a
tricky business, made harder and more interesting by anyone with a magnet in their pocket.
' Ownership' of GDS should always be a dialogue: a balance of the editor's taste and knowledge
against those of its contributors (and readers). Without this continued balance GDS is just three editors
and a post office box. Besides opening the mail, selling tickets to the chock-raffle, reading about 1000
submissions and then getting the chocks to decide what's in - it's all up to you. We cannot divine what
you think of the mag, or what you want the mag to be, without your help (or that of the chocks). Our
biggest quandry at GDS is attracting submissions from the broadest range of writers Australia has to offer.
If you have ideas on this issue, we are always grateful. GDS has a wonderful history, and I have no doubt
that with every attempt we will continue to broaden its reach.
So, the trumpet call sounds: we want to read and hear your work. Yes YOU, the writer in the
garret, on the stage, the one with the beret or the mohawk, the writer who's a mother, a son, a student or
a teacher. We want to consider it all. If you have preconceptions about what we do then please drop 'em,
because outside of a charter we have no idea of what the mag will be like from year to year.
So, instead of north, let's head west, into (the metaphors oD unchartered territory, giving everyone
the opportunity to create something out of nothing; to stamp their own identity on the pages (or CD), and
giving GDS the chance to introduce their work to some other wordy friends.
My thanks to all who contributed to this issue. I am very proud and excited by our collective
achievement, and look forward to continuing our role as non-denominational lit-marriage celebrants.
xi
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At the Fascists' Convention
Christopher Bonney

Mein kampf.
No, mein.
Please. There's enough kampf for everyone.
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Jacob Anthony Lynch - Art C ritic

j. ricard

I n short, tonight's exhibition was a fucking abysmal display. I n fact, I am rapidly
d iscovering that most of these art shows tend to fall u nder the same description. There
is not a single person in this godforsaken city who could rightly make any claim to being
anything even vaguely resembling an artist, the one exception being my good friend
Ranulph Kinnear who only last week upped and pissed off to Tuscany to get drunk on
his dead uncle's money. And much luck to him. If only the hordes of lanky haired,
smelly, communist art students would up and piss off somewhere similarly very far
away from me then I would be happy to wander the city galleries and look at blank
walls, which, quite frankly, would be better than the squelches, blotches, farts, scribbles
and excretions currently being put u pon them in the name of post-whatever. I am not
giggling because I am happy, it is the other kind. Fuck this place. Send my love to
Jeffrey Farmer.
Ton ight's only saving grace, and my heartfelt appreciation goes out to its growers,
distillers, bottlers and whathaveyou, was the generous support of the 1 00 Pipers Scotch
Whiskey Co., who supplied yours truly with more than enough liquor to get stinking
drunk. Which I did with learned efficiency. And which made it more bearable to stand in
the same room as those visual monstrosities, myself not being endowed with the
seemingly useful ability to pull the wool over ones own eyes and nod and raise
eyebrows rather than raise fists, which to their dismay I was later to do, in defence of
my own noble name and dignity, and in the face of accepted social protocol which
tends to state that such recourse should be the last resort in such matters . But they are
wrong. It should, with rare exception , be the first.
Along with the booze, the night's other shiny gold coin in an otherwise dark and
damp cave, was definitely the large population in attendance of long-legged, large
breasted rich Melbourne women. With, I was soon to discover, on the whole, brains as
small as their bank accounts were large. Perhaps there is some reciprocal arrangement
2

with the financial institutions in this town that I don't know about, whereby you can trade
in large parts of your intelligence for credit, per se. Anyway, all thoughts of drenching
every art work in the place with my now highly alcoholic urine and setting the whole
fucking place alight were soon pushed to the aft, when I realised that with a small
amount of charm and style I may just be able to bed one of these lusty Melbourne
benefactors. To be quite honest, the results of efforts thus did not bear as much fruit as
I had expected, or hoped. I ndeed, you may be correct in saying that I was full forcedly
rejected at every advance. I felt like Napoleon on St Helena. In hindsight it appears
clear to me now that my lack of success with wealthy ladies in this city is not in fact a
reflection of my own amorous ability, but evidence of some larger, more sinister plot
against foreigners interbreeding with locally raised species. A reproductive xenophobia,
the bastards. And I suspect the roots of such an unjust policy do indeed stretch back to
Local Government, and, quite possibly, the Privy Council. To fight against such
commanding bodies in the name of love and general rooting may perhaps be beyond
my own means, but what can you do.
Anyway, I managed to elevate proceedings somewhat, amongst the drab and
ignorant works and their creators, a witty and rousing speech, that soon had folks
heralding me as a speaker of some considerable vehemence, which I am, if not of
truth. Whilst the majority of what was said does in fact allude me at this present
moment, I do recall something along the lines of:
"The only currency that means a crap in this room
I deduce can be only
Bushels of turnip and head of cattle.
You are all a fucking d isgrace
To the honest, money-making intentions
Of real artists .
Never have I seen a more ragged gathering of complete
sons-of-bitches."
3

What I meant by this obviously constructive piece of criticism was grossly
misconstrued by all present. The result being a general chorus of booing, which
pleased your man nonetoomuch . My only course of action, to redress myself to those
gathered with a virile display of fisticuffs. Which was forthwith and promptly occurring.
And due to the somewhat unbalanced numbers of those sporting anti-Jacob i ntentions,
being 30 odd, and those sporting pro-Jacob intentions, being 1 , the spoils of the ruckus
were not equally shared . Mine being primarily a battered skull and sundry bruises and
cuts. And the loss of my wallet. And clothes. Theirs being primarily the contents of said
wallet. And said clothes. Soon followed by your man being summarily ejected , which , to
my credit I add , took three dozen of their heftiest ogres. Yelled accusations of testicle
and boob grabbing during the heat of the battle, to which I summoned all my legal
training for my defence by replying
"I dare say that is glee on your face
And if I am not mistaken
You , Madame,
Have been giving me the eye
Since I walked through the door."
Then the whir of blue lights to end this hideous misunderstanding. Finally, I thought,
some officers of the law on hand to apprehend the retarded women and students, those
perpetrators of gross civil injustice, wrongdoing, d iscredit and whathaveyou. Only to find
myself grasp and bound for the wagon, pleading my innocence with every breath .
"Get in there men , draw your guns and bring those fuckers down in a hail! Those
guiltier than sin! Sentenced to 50 years hard sodomy for impersonating artists!
Sons-of-bitches!"
With that the end of my night came abruptly and rather painfully to a close, a
thunderous and probably illegally loaded right fist crashing into your man's ear, putting
4

the lights out like a switch . Not in the spirit of things really. A reasonable crowd
gathered to spectate, the wagon speeding off into the bowels of Hawthorn or some
such den of these vermin troopers, blue lights flashing. Your man bound and gagged
there in the back. Alone at last. Feeling now a little worse for wear. But satisfied by my
efforts. To bring the ignorant under my learned wing. And crack a whip or two. In the
name of Art.
In the name
Of beautiful things
On walls.

5

fam i ne
a reply to Amartya Sen

Katarina A. Konkoly
they say
in democracies
there are never famines
have you ever struggled
to develop a vegetable garden
in a car park?
what is this world
so concrete
it has become insubstantial
a fiction
and rejects roots
and everything
tomatoes riper than silicon lips
peaches firmer than augmented breasts
everything
tastes like an uncooked potato
and bounces
u nblemished
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where is the privilege
of a longer lifespan
when food is textureless
and vegetables survive longer
than we do?
I take the ballot paper
into my mouth
a communion
tasting sharper
than sliced
bread
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Pol itical Scientist and the Crisis of Faith

Andy Jackson

The woma n is hysterical,
unreasonable, her perfect piercing grief
a jarring footnote to any concerned soundbite.
Her face is a fist, a weeping wound;
over and over his name
his name and "why,
why . . . "
Separating yourself,
you walk. Just behind an innocent tree-line
this latest mass-shallow-grave-site
accosts you, irrational, wants you
to examine a skull.
You pause, wipe your brow, exhale, and walk in.
You r method of knowledge
requ ires you to be objective,
confident you r theory of history
can assimilate anything.
You pick a skull,
a head-core much like all the others,
and pick it up.
You are eye to socket,
basilar part of the occipital bone resting on your fingertips,
mental protuberance of the mandible on your wrist.
8

Your arm is its new neck.
The skull echoes. It is no metaphor.
It is the earth in miniature.
Your eyes traverse its terrain.
You explore the continents
of what would be facial features.
You fall into faultlines,
brush away the clinging dirt.
You imagine a personality.
Your thoughts are outnumbered
by death.
You discover nothing, learn
nothing, no all-embracing truth ,
just this:
a severed head holds more wisdom than an attached one,
but it will tell you nothing.
On your arrival home, you throw yourself into routine.
You try talking to strangers .
Your thesis goes nowhere.
f,
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Going Home to Ballan
Christopher Parry

the land is wide as doll eyes
in the bus windows
the hills are muffled in felt
gentle as a nurse's hand
the wind is searching for a pulse
as you
flown in
having left London hand at mouth
flicking a tear like a fly
now cross the cattle-grid
that is his home your home
now efface five years
with marmalade from the Cotswolds who is this insect-wing bone-man
slumped
flecked in TV light
like Christmas snow
wearing
that brave face like a simple riddle
whose heart winces six beats per breath

10

as you gumboot-pick your way
again through daisy-chains snakes
to him
past the doorway-glimpse
where memory hangs like a carcass
to him
opening like a ribcage
his arms your arms
to say
father I have come
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The Reception
Catherine Hedley

Oriental lilies and assorted greenery, the wilted remains of the bouquet lay lifeless on
the Bar. Soggy Thai fish cakes and Greek d ips were next to it, covered in cigarette ash.
The chilli sauce was dotted with cigarette butts.
Bride leaned against the Bar and d rank. Her beautifully beaded d ress was
stained , with drink, with food, with the Wedding. Bride chatted to her G uests. Most of
them were drunk and stoned. Guests had sculled free dri n ks on the boat and sucked
on joints all the way down the Maribyrnong. Now the Wedding Party and Guests were
at the Reception .
The Speeches were over. Bridesmaid spoke of the Dress and the gorgeous day.
Best Man thanked the Guests. Father of Bride did the usual speech. It was his third
time. Groom thanked the Bridesmaids. Bride didn't give a speech. Flower girl clung to
Bride's dress throughout and picked her nose.
I n the beer garden G uests lounged on old couches and rickety wooden chairs.
The reception room was big but most G uests sat outside breathing Western Suburbs
air.
Friend From School found another. Both of them sat on a bench under the only
light. He looked like N ick Cave and she looked like she was covered in contorted
rubber. It stretched across her face and opened onto small straight teeth and red gums.
It strained at the lines around her mouth; her pancake make-up filled the lines like putty.
At the end of the evening her rubber band mouth had stretched so far it enveloped Nick
Cave. He moved to sit on her knee and draped his legs and arms around her. Faces
were centimetres apart, thick tongues grazed each other's lips. Her l ipstick was the kind
that stays on, long-lasting. The fire engine red paste had started to cake the small
cracks leading away from her mouth. Nick Cave didn't notice.
The back room of the pub was used for receptions. Ton ight the whole pub was
12

booked. This included the small room off to the right, down the end near the toilets. I n
staggered three Black Figures a n d turned o n the dim light.
Figure 1 : "No, we'll do it over there on the couch, yeah that's right, yeah on the
couch, pull the bloody cover off, don't get all your bloody spoof
everywhere!"
Figure 2: "Who's goin' first?"
Figure 1 : "You ya' stupid cunt, I do 'er every day!"
Figure 3: "Shut up ya prick, you're not so bloody exciting yourself!"
Figure 1 : "Yeah, well I'm about as bloody excitin' as you're goin to get tonight,
bitch. "
Figure 3: "Anyone got a n y smokes left?"
Figure 1 : "Ya can't smoke now, do it after. Get ya clothes off, he's goin' first and
I'm goin' to watch."
Figure 2: "Come on babe, get ya clothes off. I'm goin' t' do ya' from behind."
Figure 1 : 'Yeah, Yeah. Do 'er from behind!"
Figure 3: "Wait a minute ya dumb cunts!"
She unhooked her bra and pulled her knickers to the side. Flower Girl watched.
Near the pool table the N ieces and Nephews sat and drank Coke. They were
bored. Three hours on a boat, boring speeches, gross cake and now here in this pub
and there was nothing to do. Video Guy arrived "And what do you kids think of The
Happy Couple?" Nieces and Nephews made faces into the camera and finger signs
behind each other's heads. One Nephew said " I don't care, I'm never getting married!"
One N iece said, "She looks beautiful, I love her dress!" Their Grandparents, Uncles and
Aunties watched them from the only table-clothed table. The Old Guests were tired.
Aunty shouted across the room to N iece.
" Don't cross you r legs, you'll get varicose veins!"
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"What are varicose veins?"
Aunty flung both her legs from beneath the tablecloth and rolled down her knee
highs. Aunty stood with her back to Niece and pointed behind her knees. T he lower part
of her thighs bulged over her knee, turning them into over-stuffed sausages. Sausages
speckled with freckles, dark stains like birthmarks and pockets of white fat. Large red
squiggly lines criss-crossed her entire right leg. Veins pulsed . Some had burst. Niece
uncrossed legs and drank more Coke.
Main Bar was hung with pink and gold . A sign read "Canopy of Love". Bride
lounged under it on tattered upholstery and swallowed champagne. Bridesmaids
arranged their fake tanned arms around Bride's waist and shoulders . Groom crouched
at their feet and rolled another with Best Man . "Canopy of Love" held The Wedding
Party while they watched the Guests.
Guests gyrated to DJ music, some fell, tripping over feet while negotiating high
heels. Dress straps and ties were broken. Guests' d rinks spilled at bar prices. The
Wedding Party sucked mouthfuls of smoke and glazed over. Conversation was stilted,
restricted by dry mouths and pasty lips. Hairdos were u ndone and make-up ran down.
Video Guy arrived. "And now here they are, The Wedding Party in the 'Canopy of
Love'." Video Guy framed Bridesmaid without Boyfriend. "Sweetie, what do you think
about love, tell the Happy Couple."
"Falling in and out of love for me is ever so slight of a feeling. I 've done it so
many times. It's like I get involved with someone, I do it so quick that before I know it
I'm "in" a relationship. Sounds so grown-up but I can assure you it's not. I started doing
it when I wasn't grown-up yet. Like the time when I first thought I was in love and then I
d id n't know and then I debated for a few days and then the feeling I thought I should
feel felt so strong. David Bray, he was gorgeous. In fact my friend and I were just
talking about him. I still don't know if it ever happened, that love thing. It's kinda like an
orgasm, for a girl that is, you don't know if you've had one yet until you do! Wel l I still
don't know if I 've ever fallen in love, I do know I've had an orgasm, but I think I ' m
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definitely falling out of love. I have that distinctive 'gone off' feeling. Like the time I was
pregnant and could n 't eat olives, thankfully I had an abortion and was able to eat olives
again in a week. I couldn't imagine not eating olives or chocolate or drinking red wine,
or having a man around. I say man but I guess I mean male. I don't even know what
the true definition of man is but I always use it as a derogatory term if I have to. Every
one does, I was talking to my gay friend the other day. He and his partner are having
big relationship problems. He said "Al l I said was you're such a bloke! He turned
around and said, you are too!" My gay friend was laughing as he told this story. I
laughed too but I didn't really u nderstand. I knew they could never be blokey if they
tried. Like the time I convinced one boyfriend that "just" should be taken from the
English language. I got so into that I had to eradicate it from everything I wrote and said
as well. Luckily that boyfriend didn't coincide with the boyfriend that wasn't allowed to
use 'should'. I 've got over those word-snob years. It kinda helps if you go for boyfriends
that don't read or write in the leisurely sense."
Bride listed into frame. "I have to piss."
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Why I am a Poet
Kevin Brophy

In order to write a poem you must first invent the poet to write it.

Antonio Machado

Books are dingy, dreary, dog-eared and dead.

Verner Clapp

The so-called traumatic experience is not an accident, but the opportunity for which the
child has been patiently waiting - had it not occurred, it would have found another in order that its life become a serious matter.

W. H . Auden

Is it true that you cannot become a writer unless something has gone wrong early in
you r life - and that this experience will repeat itself as a mu rmur below everything you
write from then on?
Winter sharpened its teeth on the tips of our fingers , toes and ears in those days. My
breath steamed out of me. Puddles cracked under my school shoes. Everything was a
miracle. Early each morning a horse dawdled down Sydney Road pulling a tray of milk
crates while a man as hot as his horse ran bottles to the front doorsteps. I would climb
on the tray and let the horse take me up to the church a mile and a half away. At the
church of Saint Paul I would push open the heavy side door to the sacristy where I
would put on the white alb of an altar boy. Father Norris was there kissing his stole
before flipping it over his neck, tying the girdle round himself like a mou ntaineer,
muttering the Latin prayers needed to make him worthy of the chasuble as it d ropped
over his shoulders and fell with a grace that suddenly erased the old man. In his place
was a priest with power to turn wine into blood and wafers of bread into flesh. I took the
finger towel and glass cruets of water and wine to the credence table at the right of the
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altar and put out the bell on the step where I would be kneeling at the consecration.
Later during the Mass I would ring it just as the chalice l ifted by the priest reached its
peak where, I thought, the m iracle was happening. Like a magician's apprentice it was
my task to keep the audience enthralled and d istracted while the real magic happened
beyond their perception. People stood as we marched out on to the altar. All the noises
of a church: the dull beat of a dropped book, chinking beads, the stuffy sighs of winter
coats, the cracks and yelps of old wooden benches, and the priest's lntroibo ad a/tare
Dei to which I answered Ad Deum qui /aetificat juventutuem meam. I go to the altar of
God: to God, the joy of my youth . Father Norris had sat me on his verandah once a
week and drilled me in the Latin responses. The mass was to go without a prompt or a
hitch . I n my slippers I made no unnecessary noise. When he spoke I was to have the
Latin response on the tip of my tongue; when he put out his hand for a towel or a cruet
I was to be there with it. We were a team. I was as close to Heaven as a boy could get
and would know what to do when I d id get there.
What is a poet? One who answers back?
Are writers the ones who refuse to give up their childish ways?
Arriving at the church for a benediction I hear shouts from the altar. A woman is on her
hands and knees, wailing. She cannot speak English. Father Norris stands over her,
black in his street robe, shouting at her that she has no right to go near the tabernacle
because she is a woman. She backs away from the altar on her hands and knees and
keeps moving backwards close to the floor until she is outside the church. Father Norris
keeps shouting what a sinful act she has committed , what a sin it is for a woman to be
on the altar. I prepare myself for the duties of an altar boy.
I regu rg itated a length of paper. Pulling it from my mouth, it came up as a long worm
like length of clotted paper, on and on, unrolling from within me as it came up through
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my neck in a reverse-swallow. Like a tapeworm or a tumour the paper had grown inside
me and eventually I had no choice but to "bring it up".
He sits near us on the tram. He has long hair and a length of wizard-like beard hanging
from the centre of his chi n . Most of the rest of his face i s covered i n shorter but still
dark whiskers. His neck is whiskery too. U nder a deep navy military jacket with
sparkling shoulder emblems he wears a red skirt. Then boots. We chat about
phenomenology (a word I have always been able to spell but never able to
understand), about structure versus free association in the production of creative works
and his nine-year stint of undergraduate study in arts and Slavic languages. There is
something dog-like about the word, Slavic, as he says it. He tells me he is resigned to
moving on to something postgraduate soo n . My children stare at him. They are
introduced, answer a question or two from him then go back to wrestling on the seat
next to me. When he has left the tram they watch him stride across the the road into
the u niversity. My ten-year-old daughter asks me, "Is that a man or a woman?"
I could have said he is the evidence we need. He is the reason poets need and he is
the poet reason needs. I talked to my children about costumes.
My eight-year-old son reads to me at night. When he comes to the sentence, "The ship
lost its rudder in a gale" he reads, "The ship lost its udder in a glade". Later he asks me
to repeat his m istake. It is important to get the mistake right.
Two men walk along a country road bending their heads towards each other and from
where I stand several days away it is d ifficult to know whether they a re sharing troubles
or carrying shovels.
Like night mice moving unseen along the gutters of a city, words can keep an inhuman
order below the city's neon instructions.
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What went wrong? I read dead writers. I believed you had to be dead to be a writer. I
went from Classic Comics to classics. I wanted to be a writer, one of the living dead.
My books by dead writers filled the Brownbuilt metal shelves installed in my mother's
ironing room. Smells of washed clothes, singed cotton and dusty books filled my head
with desire for the writing death : Edgar Rice Burroughs, Algernon Blackwood, H. G.
Wells, G. K. Chesterton, 0. Henry, Captain W. E. Johns, Charles Dickens, Fyodor
Dostoevsky and Kafka. The mice in my city.
My older sister did the living. Boys dreamed about her and feared her and came to me
and asked me to pass on notes to her. I understood the passion in words, the
importance of a sentence on a scrap of paper. I understood what could be bought with
words, the coins of the heart. My sister had no time for books, not the kind of time I
had. She had a face and a figure and a body. She had skin. Hair and sunglasses in
summer. I had the dead and their words that probably wouldn't buy love but might be
kaleidoscopes. I had words so interior I could not speak them. When my family looked
at me they thought, "When will it stop?"
Each line of poetry must be a tightrope crossed.
Winter sharpened its teeth on the tips of my fingers , toes and ears in those days. My
breath steamed out of me. Puddles cracked under my school shoes. Everything was a
miracle. Early each morning as I waited for a tram to take me and a few other children
to school we threw stones at the rats skipping across the council rubbish tip. Grey rats
on grey mounds against a grey sky. Our noses pink and wild, our eyes small and black
in the low morning light. The rats dodged away like dreams from daylight. I spend my
l ife now coaxing them back.
Bookish: adjective: origin mid-sixteenth century: addicted to reading books or getting
knowledge only from books.
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The book is a hallucinatory d rug, its words venomous mushrooms sprouting in dark
armies on the soft fibres of paper. Like all addicts, I savoured rituals: the purchase of a
new hardback classic, holding it in the hand, putting it aside for later, then opening it
u nder a bright light with a heavy blanket and a soft pillow on an endless afternoon.
Time let go and sat there beside me with its head in its hands.
Drugged with fiction and poetry, dead in the endless l ife of words, a scholar in this
school of pathology, it was not easy to know what to do with my life. I could not know
how wrong it had gone. I thought that if I could write one book in my lifetime that would
be enoug h . There is a secret u niverse called Bookish.
With my brothers and sisters we strung a rope across the backyard over the concrete,
and holding a broom as a steadying bar we staggered like babies into our small circus
where death loomed a foot below us.
Lumping a blue vinyl schoolbag full of books, I stopped to watch a fist fight near the
railway station. The crack of a fist on a face was like the sound of a textbook shutting.
The eye of one man fell out onto his cheek when he was hit. I took my bag and moved
away, taking with me the image of that man on the ground. This was not like reading.
What is the opposite of reading?
At eighteen I opened my eyes one morning in a Jesuit seminary. I had become a
novice in a black robe with black wings to hold in my hands when I did not have a
book. The black robe made me seem a word among other words. I was part of a story.
I was training to be the most bookish of priests, fed and educated, encouraged to read
and given time to write. I remember sitting in the garden of the seminary where an
autumn wind turned over leaf after leaf as if looking for what had been lost.
I was now close enough to priests to smell the altar wine on their breath. Books with
earnest silent words opened of their own accord on my lap. Everything echoed, as
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though spoken in a chapel. My monthly job was to clean the gully trap at the back of
the kitchen . This place where rats would drown, anchored me. Just as death must
anchor every poem .
It was 1 968 and I was not called up to be a soldier for the new war in Asia, for I was
called by a darker government. Silent for whole days , we were amazed at how loose
with sound the simple birds were. We prayed our silence would provoke God to speak
to us. It was 1 968 and we stood in a room watching television images of two men
dressed like wingless angels bounce across the moon.
Suddenly I needed glasses. God was not enough for me. Prayers were too repetitive. I
joined the rats dodging down the line of a wall in the chapel, aiming for that flaw in the
brickwork and sl ipping like a heresy through each sacred layer of the institution .
Priests, like the most sophisticated toys, or like books, speak the same words each day.
As if the great universe is silent only because it listens for these words . Who else will
say them? I n his black robes a priest is a cartoon of the night walking through the day.
Some writers drag the words after them and watch a trail of wonders form from the
mess of a backward-lived life. Some will nail the words down.
What went wrong was that the woman backing out of the church on her hands and
knees is still moaning something in another language.
The words for lost are lost for words .
What went wrong was that my sister died , her future suddenly locked in a coffin .
Words line up like an orderly history of everything. To speak is to eat time.
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A woman tells me that she dreamed she was being forced to catch rats and roast them.
"Then," she said, "you ate them for me."
Each letter of the alphabet is a contorted vein on a white arm.
Letters black as priests press themselves against pages torn from trees. I order and re
order them to find the patterns that recall a miracle.
Where is my sister the tightrope walker? Where is the tightrope? What did we imagine
would happen to us?
I was blessed with the catastrophe of words.
To be a poet something m ust have gone wrong very early in your life. Once there was a
tight rope walker who fell silent. Everyone who watched this happen wondered what he
was thi n king as he fell like God's first angel at their feet. When they looked down at the
place he had fallen to they could see their own futures scattered across the sawdust
li ke so many minor constellations, a vision of static.
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U ng uarded Prem ises or
A Series of Discrete Thoughts on Writing
Nolan Tyrrell

I start to write and then get sidetracked. I discuss everything. No that is not true I
discuss the things that I habitually discuss. I habitually get sidetracked after the first or
second sentence. I go back and rewrite it. Then something else happens but at the
moment I am writing fast and I am enjoying this. No corrections and no looking at the
key board. Sometimes I write like this and sometimes I edit. By the time you get this it
will be edited in some form aR;<1i1,•a;• �ut I try to leave it alone.
I do not write every day.
I save bits of my writing. I am a hoarder and I do not want to forget or to lose how badly
I can write. I often cannot bear to look at what I write and it is possible that no one will
ever see or ever want to see the drivel. The world needs a few less pessimists than
optimists. Without pessimists we might all fall off the edge. Pessimists know we are
going to fall off the edge anyway but we are optimistic enough to hope to yell out one
last "I told you so," on the way down.
However there is a less selfish reason to write down how low you can be. It maps the
territory. And later we can look back over where we have been.
I used to write down things that occurred to me.
I write things down because then I think them.
If I don't write things down then sometimes I don't think them that way ever again.
I write then I think. If I write them down I can chew on them later. ..
If I have to think first, then I need to write it down.
Is drawing a form of writing?
Drawing changes what I think.
Does drawing change what I think or does drawing change the way I think?
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Do I think conscious thoughts when I write?
No!
I give myself an instruction at the start of a l i ne and then I write the line without thinking.
If I run out of things to write or I write something I don't thi n k is correct then I check it
and then I give myself another instruction.
I then complete the line.
This may take several lines to complete the line.
With a full stop at the end.
Because lines have ful l stops. And verbs and capitals and vowels and consonants.
I am an aural person.
One of the techniques I use is to make speech without vowels or consonants. Pitch,
timing and volume, influence language as much or more than the letters of the
alphabet. I occupy myself in the way language works. How do we communicate? But
you will notice again language is not writing and writing is not language. I avoid
finishing a project by writing and thinking about everything.
So you can see my analytical background?
And sometimes you can see my nervousness?
And you can see my lack of organisation.
I stress. I am a performer.
In some ways I never wanted to become a good performer.
I 'm OK at it.
I'm relatively good at manipulating.
I'm conscious of myself and others and I try not to lose myself in trying to be
manipulative.
Where we should have starled before
we got sidetracked.

This is logic.
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What is logic?
Logic is first premise, second premise, conclusion.
The important thing is to get past the first and the second premise.
It is easy to keep finding premises and not come to a conclusion.
It is also easy to find a conclus ion that does not necessarily follow from the first two
premises.
Or to find con clusions that disagree with each other because there are too many
premises.
Logic is mathematical .
It has definite things in it. It is reductionist i.e. not wholistic, not contextual.
Often we think we are logical . I am not. Not very logical.
I do not believe i n sentences.

Obviously I use them but they constrain like logic. A sentence is often a syllogism. A
sentence is not often a list. Lists are often nonjudgmental. Logic is essentially
judgmental. A list is a precursor to logic in the same way a list is a precursor to a
sentence. A list of premises.
My fi nger hurts.

Having cut it while sharpening a chainsaw a week ago. Without going into it i n detail
this statement is true. I put a Bandaid and some antiseptic cream on it. It is warm and
itchy but I trust it not to start bleeding again as it has done twice since. Did you notice
that I did not bother to explain to you how I found the Bandaid in a packet in the
bathroom cupboard rather than in the medicine kit in the hall, and that there were two
packets in the bathroom cupboard, nor that the cupboard - that is the cup board - in
the bathroom is not a board for cups?
It is not a board at all, at least not in the sense of a piece of wood cut flat from a tree.
Oh and I did not tell you how I came to make the decisions necessary to actually have
a Bandaid in my hand that I intended to use, I did not tell you I went to tear the end off
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the waxed paper wrapper of the Bandaid but then u nfolded the end first and that I
thought I did that because of previous difficulties with just normally tearing the end off.
I did not tell you this has now become normal practice for me, or for how long it has
been normal practise.
I do not know when I last had the experience of pulling the string out of the wrapper
without it serving the purpose I su ppose it has been intended for. I assume you know
about the string. \ did not tel l you how I learned to open Bandaid packets or of what
other packets open in this way. How many facts and tru isms are not relevant enough to
be included? These are not the point. All of these things I may have done and have
now consciously thought about - after the event. I can make up reasons for why I did
them in the way I did, if in fact I did do them the way I th ink I did.

The point is :

However obvious and plausible the reasons I give you , however broad ra nging and all
encompassing they may be, the fact remains that I do not know why I do specific things
unless I consciously do them and doing things consciously is a very inefficient way of
doing most things. And despite my inefficiency, for the most part I do th ings and work it
out later. I am a bit careful of working it out because certa inty is such a brutal and
clumsy tool. I am not very dextrous or dainty with consciousness.

There are a few things that being conscious is good for.

At this moment I am waiting for something to occur to me. I almost went into a trance
while waiting. I do this often and I have to find a way of avoiding the trance if I am to be
efficient. {Today1 a friend told me she needs order. She cannot work with chaos and

confusion. As an inspiration it works but then inspiration is always at hand if she can
revisit the places and ideas she has written down, and drawn. Research, completing
things and a schedule.) Someth ing brings me out of the trance . . . I wait . . . You cannot

1 You do know it's not today anymore
don't you?
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see how long I wait. When I write you cannot tell how much I wait for something to
come to me. Or how many false starts and side tracks I have. Some of these thoughts
are conscious thoughts. Can you tell which ones?
Logic is the assigning of meaning to actions.
Is this a strange statement?

"Something comes to me." Is this a strange statement?
I do not write constantly. I am a slow writer. My typing speed and accuracy is picking up
but I wait for things to come. I wait for the next thing to come to me and when it does I
write it down. But there are a series of things that need to be in place before I can do
this. First I need to be in a situation where I can write things down. Also I need to have
no more urgent thing to do than to wait for something to come to me. I will need a
provocation to write. There will need to be something that requires me to wait for
something to come to me to write.
Why do I write?

An answer is, I want to make money. It is not a very true answer because people who
write to make money are generally good at making money quite aside from being good
at writing. Still it is an answer.
Another random answer could be: I have had some success at writing.
Success?
People tell me I write well. They say I have a talent for writing. I think they are right. I
do have a talent for writing. B ut it is an u neasy talent. Perhaps it survives because it is
uncomfortable. I used to say things like "If you have become good at something then
stop doing it. You are becoming boring." I do not recall anyone saying this to me. It was
one of many ideas which I became proud of thinking and saying.
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I write because writing causes thinking sometimes and I need to think.
There is another popular answer: I write because I have to . I l ike this one too but I have
no idea as to its "truth". I doubt it. I could say that it's easier to write than not to write
and that would be true but it is rarely easy for me to write.

This could be the end of a page.

But there are other reasons why it m ig ht not be. When you l isten to this, you can think
to you rself, " I s this meant to be the end of a page?"

Writing is about other things than writing most of the time.
The cat shits in my room.

Record ing (and writi ng is recording) lets you suspect - should you read your own
writing - where you have been and what you have written. I still intend to write
something not the same as what someone else has written. I may do this by writing
what someone else has written over again until it changes into someth ing that has not
been written before. I bel ieve in this technique. I n a sense it is what we all do anyway. If
I try too hard to be d ifferent I can be incomprehensible even to myself.

Some things to believe:

I believe that there is no particular direction (or being) to progress. We can try to affect
this, we do try to affect this. Our efforts precipitate changes. Here you a re , here I am.
We struggle. Things move about. I am going to be me. You are going to be you . It
seems strange that I am not further along this process of thought at age fifty. But of
course I am, and I have been, I just keep coming back to it. It is one of the root
thoughts of me. One thought is changing/changed around now is the idea of making or
creating external purpose. If I am to live I need to do conscious and random things and
I must contin uously del ight in or forgive myself for doing those things.

Survivor guilt.
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I started writing a bit before 1 980.
As an electronics tech who hung around with a jug band . I had written one poem
previously when I was breaking up with a girlfriend. I think it hastened the demise of the
relationship. My next favourite poem was about the radar antenna on the perimeter of
Tullamarine airport. It was called "om" and I made multiple copies of it and really
wanted to perform it. A friend could not understand it and I now understand why
because I cannot understand it or at least I understand that it is neither as clear or
profound as I thought it was. These were painful times. I was beginning to realise I was
inarticulate. Many years later I realised that I was garrulous and inarticulate. While
others are more generous to me I am still trying to forgive myself.
Separate writing from l ife,
from other forms of communication , from other art forms, and my writing from the
influential writings of others. The d ifficulty with learning is that we can indeed judge
writing from the point of view x but if there is no knowledge of x then our criteria are not
valid. At some point we each decide to make with what we have.
I am not dyslexic.
But I do have a d ifficulty. I suspect it is learned rather than inherent. I have difficulty
staying on track. Staying focussed. Again not quite true. I do focus but what I focus on
is often not what I intended to focus on. I intended to write a potted history of my life as
a writer when I started this. I have a resume, neatly typed up and I started to fill out the
details . . . to give an idea of what I am, what I do, who I associate with and what the
stories and successes of being a writer are. Is there any chronology here? No, and that
is a problem for me. At the moment.
To cure this I intend to write longer things. I went to university to learn to write longer
things and I have learned to write longer things. This is a longer thing .
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On going up a deg ree:

The ubiquitous "they" want us to be critical. More critical. The metonymic "they" let
students know that while it is possible to believe some things, it is also possible to
argue many things in contrary ways to such a degree that nothing is certain. While this
is an important concept and perhaps at the root of all-things-thought it is also expected
of students that we get over it as soon as possible and get on with things that are
proved or thought to be proved in the orthodoxy of modern thinking.
Still mulling over that idea. I do believe in ideas. I believe in the uncertainty of ideas too
and have for a long time. What I was not aware of was the limitless number of valid yet
contrary ways of thinking. I believe, accept and understand (in my limited way) many
contrary ideas. For a time I felt I had lost myself. It seems necessary to revisit this
thought now and then. It is a deep pit and a true and valid pit.
I have to keep finding myself. I find myself here: in Stawell, in Tylden, in Melbourne.
Here I am, and the air tastes like this.
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Emergency Woman

Dave Mercer

The continuing story of Mary Moppet, MB BS, the true-to-life adventures of a ten-year
old doctor in the casualty ward of a great metropolitan hospital. Episode 7677.
SCENE: THE OPERATI N G THEATRE IN A GREAT METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL.
THERE ARE SEVERAL OPERATING TABLES. NUMEROUS MEDICAL STAFF ARE
RUSHING FROM POINT TO POI NT, SHOUTING AT ONE ANOTHER.
CUT TO CU MOPPET AT TELEPHONE.
MOPPET
No, there is no point in ringing me direct, particularly when I'm doing micro
surgery. Look, I'm getting blood all over this phone. The cleaners go on strike
over less than that. If you require emergency service, you should ring Throuble
Three. No, you don't need to memorise the number. It's in the phone book. No,
you don't have to tell them the symptoms. We'll arrange all the symptoms we
need when the patient gets here. Just let your fingers do the talking. Or whatever.
CUT TO WIDE SHOT MOPPET, N U RSE GI LLYFLOWER, PATIENT ON TABLE.
G ILLYFLOWER
Doctor, the patient's stopped breathing.
MOPPET
Just a minute, I'm on the phone. Yes, madam, Throuble Three. Three, three,
three. Three threes. What's that? Dial nine? Three threes are . . . ? Look it up!
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Now, what did you say?

MOPPET
(SLAMS PHONE DOWN)

G ILLYFLOWE R
The patient's stopped breathing.
MOPPET
You should have told me. Quick, switch on the pulmonary excitator and apply the
galvanic nodes. Oh, you've done that. Never mind, we can think of something
else, surely. After all, this is the emergency ward of a great metropolitan hospital.
I think he's dead.

GILLYFLOWER

MOPPET
He can't be. We've never lost a patient. This is St Barathea's. We have a proud
record to maintain. Give the excitator the whole fou r hundred volts.
GILLYFLOWER
It's been full on for the last five minutes.
MOPPET
Well , g ive him fifteen mils of adrenaline.
We haven't any.

GILLYFLOWER

MOPPET
Don't tell me the cleaner's been n icking the stuff again. He m ust be training for
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the hundred metres in Athens. (TO HANDSOME YOUNG I NTERN ON OTH E R
SIDE OF TABLE) Well, Doctor, what would you do?
HANDSOME YOUNG I NTERN
I'd administer formaldehyde, but in regulated doses to prevent too much
fibrillation . Then I'd check the blood pressure and as soon as it was up to fifteen
pascals I'd administer more oxygen, check his reaction , take a blood sample,
rush it to the lab, all the time keeping a check on his pulse. When the results
come back from the laboratory I 'd reassess the situation to decide my further
course of action .
MOPPET
You're learning fast, doctor. You might as well take over from here. It will be good
experience in learning how to split the seconds in your decisions.
Thank you.
Not at all.

H.Y. I .

MOPPET

CUT TO DOOR OF THEATRE. GILLYFLOWER FLINGS IT OPE N , REVEALI NG
FLYING DOCTOR I N FULL LEATHER FLYING G EAR.
GI LLYFLOWER
The Flying Doctor is here, Doctor Moppet. He's brought in six stockmen and a
horse. They were trampled by a rampaging bullock in the trackless desert of
the interior.
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MOPPET
What an amazing man he is, this Flying Doctor, covering the whole of the outback
on his own. I mean, how does he do it, for God's sake?
MOPPET GOES TO THE DOOR.
MOPPET
Lovely to see you again, Doctor. Did you have a good trip?
FLYING DOCTOR
Excellent, thank you. Glorious weather all the way. Mind you , I do believe Autumn
is the very nicest time of the year.
MOPPET
I cou ld make out a case for Spring, but never mind. I see you're wearing your old
flying gear, complete with fur-lined leather helmet.
FLY I N G DOCTOR
A wheel fell off my usual aircraft and I had to requisition a Tiger Moth from a local
station owner. Draughty, the old Tiger. Meanwhile CASA are investigating me and
I will have to fight to clear my name.
MOPPET
I understand you have six stockmen and a horse for us.
FLYING DOCTOR
Yes, all trampled and gored by a stampeding bullock. The bullock, I regret to say,
had to be put down . It was very sad and I believe one or two of these stockmen
will need post-traumatic stress counselling. They were very m uch attached to
Benjy. That was the bullock's name.
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MOPPET
The mateship of the outback is legendary. Bring them all in. Gillyflower, put
tables three, four, five and six together for the horse.
FADE TO SOME TIME LATER. THERE IS BLOOD EVERYWHERE.
GI LLYFLOWER WIPES DOCTOR MOPPET'S BROW AS S H E DIGS DEEP I NTO A
STOCKMAN.
MOPPET TURNS TO TABLE TWO, WHERE THE HANDSOME YOUNG I NTERN IS
OPERATING.
How's it going?
N o problems, Doctor.

MOPPET
H.Y. I .

GI LLYFLOWER
(STARRY-EYED)
Isn't he just wonderful , Doctor Moppet?
MOPPET
I wouldn't know. I'm still pre-pubescent. You want to have a go, I won't stand in
your way.
G ILLYFLOWER
Oh, than k you, Doctor Moppet.
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MOPPET
The welfare of the emergency staff of this great hospital is close to my heart,
Gillyflower.
GILLYFLOWER
Oh, wow. We all look up to you , Doctor Moppet.
MOPPET
And that isn't easy for you, I know. This is our last stockman, I believe?
G I LLYFLOWER
Yes , the Flying Doctor is warming up his motor right now, ready to take the
patients back to the vasty Never Never.
Where's he parked?
On the roof.

MOPPET
G I LLYFLOWER

MOPPET
Just as well it's a great metropolitan hospital with a great big roof.
GILLYFLOWER
Shall I bring in the motorbike accidents now, Doctor?
MOPPET
Yes, and don't let the Flying Doctor go without the horse. It takes up too much
room.
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BAROUCH E S ARE WHEELED I N , ACCI DENT VICTIMS DEPOSITED ON
OPERAT I N G TABLES.
MOPPET MOUNTS HER PATENT GAS-OPERATED ADJUSTABLE H EIGHT
REMEDIATOR BESIDE H E R OPERATI N G TABLE.
PHONE RINGS.
MOPPET FALLS OFF REMEDIATOR, TRIPS AND FALLS AGA I N .
MOPPET
They ought to cut the legs off these operating tables. And I don't know how many
times I've asked for a juvenile size stethoscope. I keep tripping over the
regulation issue as I am not a very tall young woman. There is an alarming
tendency in this hospital to discriminate against people of minimum height.
SHE ANSWERS THE PHONE.
MOPPET
No, J ustine, I can't come out to play this afternoon . Yes, I know you want to play
with a famous doctor instead of the usual stuffy little kids, but you have no idea
how hectic it's been in here. Just in the last hour we've restored thirteen people to
life. Gore everywhere. How about after school tomorrow? OK. Cheers.
MOPPET REPLACES THE PHONE, TURNS TO THE OPERATI N G TABLE,
CLUTCHES AT IT, FALLS I N A FAI NT.
G ILLYFLOWER
Oh, oh, Doctor Moppet's collapsed . She must be exhausted after working fifty
eight and a half hours non-stop.
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THE H .Y. I . RUSHES OVER, APPLIES RESUSCITATION .
GI LLYFLOWER
Oh, you're so resourceful. If anyone can save her, you can .
H . Y. I .
This is serious. I believe she's suffering from the little-known Pappendecker's
Syndrome. I m ust operate immediately. Strip those clothes off her and put her in
one of those gowns that does up at the back.
N U RSES L I FT MOPPET ON TO OPERATING TABLE AND STRI P HER CLOTHES
OFF.
CUT TO ALL STAFF, LOOKING AT MOPPET, WHO IS OFF CAMERA.
ALL STAFF
Aaargh! My God! Great heavens! Incredible! Aaargh!
H .Y. I .
Great balls of fire and blow me! Moppet i s a man!
Aaargh!

ALL STAFF

FADE TO STAFF ROO M , WHERE STAFF LISTEN INTENTLY TO HANDSOME
YOUNG I NTERN.
H . Y. I .
Yes , it's true. Mary Moppet was in fact little-known GP Doctor Horace
Happenstance, masquerading as a ten-year-old girl so he could gain the notoriety
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he would never otherwise achieve. If you remember, it was he who suggested
that the emergency section of this great hospital be the venue for a virtual reality
television show. It was he who suggested that it be called The Moppet Show. It
was he who, strangely enough, showed an amazing talent for surgery and
revolutionised operating procedures.
G ILLYFLOWER
And he was short enough to pass for a ten-year-old .
H .Y. I .

We discovered also that he sang counter-tenor in his local a capella group. I t was
easy to duplicate the childish treble of a ten-year-old .
G ILLYFLOWER
And now, (SOBS) now, she's gone. No, he's gone.
H.Y. I .

A tragedy for medicine. Unable to cope with h i s exposure, both physical and
social , he has emigrated to the outback, where they don't care about your past,
as long as you're some kind of a doctor.
G I LLYFLOWER
And he or she was some kind of a doctor, I'd say.
H.Y. I .

I ' d say, too. I will now shoulder the heavy responsibility of taking over h i s or her
duties, hoping to uphold the proud benchmarks they both left for us to maintain.
I am brilliant, but you ng and inexperienced. I will need all the support I can get.
Gillyflower, will you marry me?
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GILLYFLOWER FAI NTS, FALLS TO FLOOR. H.Y. I . L I FTS HER FAC E TO H IS,
SMOTHERS IT WITH KISSES.
ZOOM I N TO C U .
M U S I C U P.
FADE TO CREDITS.
END.
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My Father's Cock

Richard Watts

When I was a teenager I was obsessed with my father's cock. I wasn't in love with my
father. Far from it. There were many times when I hated him. H is moods hung over our
house like storm clouds, bruised , brooding, exploding with anger at the slightest
provocation.
"Where are the rest of your bloody eyebrows?" he once bellowed at me as I
emerged from the bathroom, sixteen and inspired by Boy George.
" I n the sink," I replied, before shutting myself away in my bedroom, my sanctuary.
My adolescent sexuality was flowering in the unlikely setting of a country high
school. Of 350 students, I was the only one out.
It's 1 984, and androgyny is in. Having already startled the school at the start of
Year 1 2 by declaring myself bisexual, I go on to perm my hair and shave my eyebrows
(plucking was too painfu l , and too slow). I had told my classmates I was bi, not because
I fancied women in the slightest, but because, by my reckoning, they would think I was
more tolerable if I pretended to like girls as well . "Gay" is a line in the sand I'm not yet
prepared to cross, not publicly, although I 'd admitted the truth to myself years ago.
My sister conspired with me to challenge the status quo, encouraging my first
nervous steps towards my own identity. For my 1 7th birthday she bought me a pink
shirt, grey trousers, grey shoes with pink shoelaces, a grey leather belt, and a tie. A
special tie. A thin strip of leather dyed in narrow, alternating bands of pink and grey.
Later I went on to buy new clothes of my own . Fluffy jumpers in '80s colours: saffron,
aquamarine, peach and pastel. My shirts gained Chairman Mao collars and thin stripes.
I wore eyeli ner and blusher to school, where I had long been regarded with derision,
and as a freak. A few years earlier I had carried around a teddy bear, after falling in
love with Anthony Andrews as Sebastian Flyte in Brideshead Revisited. Then I'd been
beaten up. By Year 1 2 the physical violence had stopped, but the sneering continued.
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I can still hear the taunts ringing in my ears, feel the sense of shame if I trawl for
it among my memories. The faces are blurred, and the names are slipping, but the hate
shines through.
Our story goes backwards now. It's 1 980. I am 1 3. Puberty is slowly heating my
hormones, but I am still only a boy, small and weedy, always picked last for any team
and beaten up by the tough kids almost every week.
I wake, thirsty, in the middle of the night. I clamber out of bed and walk through
the house towards the kitchen. There are still a few lights on, although the house is
quiet. As I walk past the lounge-room door, I glance into the lit room. My father is sitting
in his favourite chair, pants around his ankles, masturbating.
"I thought you'd gone to bed ," he growls accusingly, hiding his embarrassment
behind aggression . Half asleep, I watch as he pulls his trousers up, hiding away the
hard cock jutting up beneath his bloated pot belly. Dad loved his beer.
Scowling, he pushes past me and locks himself in his study. I sneak outside,
knowing that Dad hasn't put the ladder away, but I am too scared to climb the rungs
and peer through the study window. I go back to bed and frantically masturbate over
the memory of the first real cock I've ever seen, the first man's cock, long and thick and
hard. That it was my father's is irrelevant to me.
I'd been fooling around with other boys since Grade 2. Despite the stigma
attached to the label at school, I already knew that I was gay. So did the other kids,
long before I officially told them anything, long before the New Romantic make-over and
the perm. Although now I know that the message filtered through to my parents, back
then I believed that I was successfully living two lives: out at school and closeted at
home.
Mum and Dad weren't blind, and they knew how to read the signals, but they
never said anything, and I went on believing they d id not know.
In the years between catching my dad m id-wank, and my first nervous fumblings
with another guy late in my adolescence, when I fell in love with my straight best friend,
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my father's cock was the focus of all my early homosexual longings. I n retrospect my
naivete is almost touching. My fantasies contained no hint of sex. I did not imagine
sucking my father off, or him fucking me. This is no incest porn story. All I wanted was
to be able to get a good look at h is erect cock, to record the sight i n detail and fix it in
memory, to give meat to my imaginings. My fantasy lovers had faces, but because I
knew so l ittle about men's bodies, everything below their waists was still a blur.
Thus, I began to stalk my father.
A summer Sunday. My mother and sister are at church. Dad is asleep. I peer
around the bedroom door. He sleeps on his back, snoring. A thin cotton sheet is d raped
across his belly. Holding my breath, I ease the door open, then d rop to my knees and
crawl across the floor. My heart is racing, my mouth is d rier than a square mile of
blotting paper, but I propel myself forward. I have to know.
I creep across the bare floorboards, around to where Dad sleeps on the far side
of the bed. He is snoring, deep rasping breaths which echo through the empty house. I
lean back on my knees, crane my neck, and risk a glance at the bedsheet where my
father's crotch lies hidden from view. I lick nervous lips. Dad is a heavy sleeper. Slowly,
every movement hesitant, I reach out a trembling hand and begin to lift the sheet.
He mutters, and his limbs stir beneath the fabric. I freeze, hold my breath . His
breathing regu lates. I continue to raise the sheet, simultaneously lowering my head and
peering beneath the slowly rising fabric. I see pale skin, hair, thigh, shadow. It's too
dark for me to clearly see. Slowly I lower the sheet and crawl away.
I return a few minutes later with a torch, one of those heavy waterproof and
shockproof Dolphin brand torches, encased in bright orange plastic.
Dad is still asleep, still lying on his back, still snoring. Where the sheet is
stretched across his thighs, in the declivity below his pot belly, there is a prominence
where before there was nothing. Again I crouch and creep across the floor on my
knees, awkwardly supporting myself with one hand, the torch held in the other. Around
the bed again, watched by the framed nude which hangs on the wall above the
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bedhead, past my sleeping father's feet, his toes beneath the sheet pointing at the
ceiling. Around the side of the bed, past the small wardrobe, knees scraping on the
floorboards. The sound of Dad's breath, gurg ling in , snorting out, resounds from the
bed above me.
I pause, lean up, reach out with my right hand, raise the sheet. Dad sleeps with
one hand on his chest, the other somewhere lower, hidden by drapes of fabric. With my
left hand, I click on the torch. The sounds seems terrifyingly loud. I n my shorts , my own
cock is hard . I n my chest, my heart is racing.
Lifting the sheet fully two inches above the mattress, I duck my head and peer
underneath. The beam of the torch is u nsteady, light flickering nervously across hairy
thighs, casting wiry shadows. The beam flickers across dimpled skin , a thick bed of
tight curls, the vein-ridged shaft of my father's cock. I feel like Galahad upon beholding
the Grail .
Like myself, my father is circumcised. The dark, mushroom-pin k shaft of his cock
lies thick across his thigh at the base of his belly. Halfway up the shaft is the smooth
scar of his circumcision. The shaft skin beyond it is less mushroom in colour, more pink.
The ridged helmet is an angry red. His cocks lolls halfway between limp and hard. I
blink, realising that dad's cock is no monster. I feast my eyes for several minutes, then
lower the sheet. Just as I raise my eyes to view my sleeping father's face, his eyes
flicker open. He looks at me uncomprehendingly, still virtually asleep.
"Good morning Dad," I cough out, my voice cracking. Am I discovered? "Do you
want a coffee?"
He blinks and yawns , and rolls over onto his side, muttering a vague affirmative.
Hiding the torch, I scuttle quickly out of the room before racing to the toilet. Standing
over the porcelain , I milk my cock into the bowl. Orgasm , and the aftershocks of
tension, leave me breathless and trembling . When I return to his bedroom several
minutes later, my freshly-washed hands bearing a steaming mug of coffee, Dad is
asleep again .
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He never said anything afterwards, and I never had the chance to ask him if he
knew what I was doing before he died . At the end of Year 1 2 I went to the school social
dressed as Doctor Frankenfurter, the sweet transvestite Transylvanian from The Rocky
Horror Picture Show. Resplendent in fishnet stockings and suspender belt, my hair in
freshly permed curls, I prepared to brave the town's contempt and show them who, and
what, I really was. It was the end of my school career. The years of torture were over.
This was where I gave the school the collective finger, the nail painted carefully black.
One of the kindest things my father ever did for me was to d rive me to the dance.
Whether or not it was to save me the trouble of walking in high heels the half a
kilometre through town to the school hall, or to save himself the embarrassment of his
son's very public display, Dad chauffeured me to the dance. At his suggestion, we
played Doctor Frankenfurter's theme on the car stereo. The song blared out from the
speakers as we pulled up before the hall. The steps were scattered with kids d ressed
as the members of Kiss, a vampire or two, a smattering of fancy dress and fancy
dresses. I don't know if Dad was watching proudly as I climbed out of the car and
ascended the stairs , I was too busy watching friends' faces drop and eyeballs bulging in
astonishment to pay him any attention. I 'll never know if he was proud of me at that
moment. I do know that he loved me. That's enough. It has to be, doesn't it?
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Adventure Holiday with My Stu nt-Double
Garth Madsen

meanwhile he's making his first heli-jump
bungee-cord clamped to his ankles
rotors overhead slashing out the rhythm of my pulse
feet poised firmly on the runner and then
the perfect arc, the shrieking plunge and the recoil
I sprawl on the motel room sofa
reading a stack of bedside books
the windows are grimed by recent rain
a kookaburra swoops and lands on the balcony
sits looking in, does everything but knock
on the door and invite me out to play
meanwhile he's rubber-rafting out of the throat
of the crocodile into its jaw, parrying its teeth
with jabs of the oar, the spray blistering
his face, the current plug-holing him u ntil he
plummets metres and slaps the stillness
of a deep pool that mirrors paradise
we see each other now and then and he tells
me the interesting bits , uses words like buzz
and awesome and legend as he walks
naked from the shower, steps
dangling into a clean pair of boxer
shorts , stretches an Oasis T-shirt over his head
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and I'm secretly pleased that he's out
breaking a lobster-claw with the hang-gliding
instructor, his thumb hypnotising her nipple,
her breath thick against his neck, the night
as delicate as beaujolais while I sit up in bed
with travel brochures, plan ning our next trip
- canyoning in the Alps - we'd like that
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Syd ney Road

Dave Bradley

Sydney Road was always fun
Unless you were driving a semi
Caught behind a tram
Eyes red staring ephedrine buzzing
All the way from Brisbane
Thirty tonnes of someone else's money
Just about to miss the depot gate
Sydney Road was always fun
U nless you were late leaving the shop
Kids in the rain at the school gate
And you're caught behind a semi
Caught behind a tram
Sydney Road was always fun
Unless you'd only been paid u ntil four
Firm van has to be back in the yard
And it's already three fifty five
And you just don't want to be alive
Caught behind a car
Caught behind a semi
Caught behind a tram
Sydney Road was always fun
U nless you fell asleep in her arms
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And you know she really wanted you to
You didn't even have time for a shower
Your wife's voice on the phone said
This is going to be the once too often
A speedy porsche just looks so silly
Caught behind a van
Caught behind a car
Caught behind a semi
Caught behind a tram
Sydney Road was always fun
U nless you're sweaty frightened
So short of breath
Wondering why the pain won't stop
Clutching arms across your chest
Staring up at that calm detached face
Ambulance lights flashing in futility
Caught behind a porsche
Caught behind a van
Caught behind a car
Caught behind a semi
Caught behind a tram
Sydney Road was always fun
Looking out at the I ndian fabric shop
Watching the headscarves carry Safeway bags
And the Rainbow Hotel getting its breath back
The hydroponics shop full of bongs
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has to be a front for the drug squad
Naples cafe full of industrial casualties
Stark smoky Calabrian male loneliness
I magine a mafiosi dealing at the back table
Leon picking up his next cleaning job
The second hand shop that says
Stolen CDs cheap
In not so many words
Place where Whelan the wrecker used to be
They forgot to take down the sign
Just like the Mercury Outboards sign
They rust and await the archaeologist
Turkish pizza shops holding on tenaciously
Sydney Road their Gallipoli
And it doesn't matter
If you're caught behind an ambulance
Caught behind a porsche
Caught behind a van
Caught behind a car
Caught behind a semi
Caught behind a tram
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C u rled , N a ked, on a Bed, Writi ng

James Teltscher Taylor

Hey, you ! Mr Going Down Swinging. Mind if I call you Swinger? Yes you, The
Editor, or are you an ed itorial panel? Could this be a gang bang? Anyway, is it
OK? The "Swinger", I mea n . There's no need to be formal is there? It's like I walk
up to your door and ring the bel l . And don't worry; how can anyone know that
underneath this trench coat I ' m wearing underclothes , nothing but underclothes?
I walk up to your front door. I ring the bell. You answer and I shimmy my crotch
onto your leg like I'm a street prostitute. "Swinger," I say, concentrating on you
now, and maybe touching your cheek.
Close now. Very close. Whispering my own life-breath into your nostrils.
Mingling inmost scents with you, I murmur something like wanting to be part of
you , wanting to get intimate with you . I nibble your ear lobe, coaxing you into
telling me what it is you really, I mean really, enjoy. Would you like that?
Something a little d ifferent. Huh? I'm talking about merging imaginations here.
Why not? Be naughty. Be daring . It's an old, old game. Come play with me,
Swinger. It's nothing to be ala rmed about. I 'm clea n . I swear to God I'm clean.
That isn't the beginning. This is the beginning .
A room. A bed : unmade. A bent-wood chair b y a small table. On the table: coffee
plunger, empty coffee cup (the sort in which cafe au lait is sold on French railway
stations - the cup is stolen perhaps), small plate (white like the coffee cup), and on the
plate a half eaten bread roll (broken, no evidence of butter).
It is very blue this room, but suffused with pink undertone. You mig ht think of
Matisse: the cover of that Beverley Farmer book for instance, the one with the bowl and
red fish, and the story of the fishes inside.
The room is lit by a single window in the sloping ceiling. It is, of course, an attic
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room. We seem to know it is Europe? But how do we know that? Perhaps it is the
choice of colour, or the way the paint on the walls has been applied as layers of wash,
and how the pigment has been varied from layer to layer. It is a surface ready to
respond to subtle light; the kind of brightness that could only be at home in a world of
softness. But the light streaming into the room is sharp. The fragment of sky we see is
blue enamel, like gum leaves, which are only light-bouncing green enamel. Perhaps it
is a bed-sitting room in Brunswick, or Clifton H ill, or Hawthorn after all.
A person , a youth, lies curled on the bed, doing what? Scribbling. His skin a
sickly pallor. It is as though he is veiled beneath one of the blue washes that cover the
walls. Perhaps it isn't the colour, but the smell. There is a suffocating miasma of
onanism about all this.
This is a very painterly room, an interior decorator's room. Would we find it
healthy to know the youth created the room? He didn't, but it is interesting to speculate
about the difference it would make to how we feel about him. To be located in this too
beautiful matrix of aesthetic reference is one thing, and to have created it another. To
hold him responsible for something, even something effete, would show a kind of
promise.
As it happens, he found it in a book. This room the youth inhabits is in Jocasta
Innes' book, The New Paint Magic. It's on pages 38 and 39. It is also on the cover, but
our young man - whatever his dreams, his absolute obsession, his dedication to being
famous one day - wouldn't choose to live on the front cover.
How's he doing, Swinger? My writer. He's a bit of a puritan really. U sually there
are so few adjectives, and prose you don't notice. But I said to him: overwrite a
little, draw attention to yourself, ease that stiff neck, get suggestive, and be a bit
purple. Write prose l ike J . M . Coetzee when you've got a reputation like J . M.
Coetzee. That's what I told him.
Then I said: I have needs too, don't I? Can you see me doing that? A
pout, a flounce, a moue. I have my own needs, I said.
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That got him. That was the crucial issue. He is enough of a Romantic, my
writer, to have to listen to that sort of talk. Likes to thi n k he's a cond u it to the
story's own genius. He does, believe me, he really does. Pathetic little tongue
flicking in and out trying to tease the noumena into providing him with the gob
stopping rush of inspiration . Too Freudian for you Swinger? This image of literary
creation as metaphysical fellatio.
I don't mind being a one-trick competition piece, you know. It's like having
a tryst, a special assignation . Are you having a good time, Swinger? I should
walk my fingers up your arm?
A room. A garret. A youth, curled in bed, scribbling. He is an inhabitant of an interior
decorator's art-book image, derivative of Matisse. There is something spiritual about it.
The physical beauty with which he surrounds himself is a gesture beyond the physical.
It is a d isciplined approach to the material world, an appreciation of it in order to
transcend it, a yearning for meaning you can't find in a supermarket trolley.
A youth, curled in bed, writes:
It is a great paradox that those who pursue physical things surround themselves
with ugliness; while those who seek beyond the physical, fall in love with the world and
are buoyed everywhere by its beauty.
What did you expect he was writing, a shopping list? Aphorisms are so
comforting to the young. It is a style flattering their need to feel they comprehend, or
are beginning to comprehend. At least that. One day comprehension will be possible.
That thought keeps us pitched forward , maintaining balance only by the momentum of
our questing. The question is: How do you make your mark in the world if you don't
somehow focus it?
They cherish their dormant powers, the young, and it gives them a godlike
immortality. Enough talent stirs within them to measure ambition against the
achievements of a Mozart, a Newton, a Patrick White, even while they are still, in this
youth-venerating society, powerless. Let them dip their pens in arrogance to compose
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bon mots. Let them flirt with U niversal Truth if it helps them survive their condition.
What? Have you no empathy left for youthful anguish? Why is it that mature people are
so much readier to nurture recollection of the child, rather than the adolescent, within?
A youth, curled in bed, writes: 500 grams of Earl Grey tea, one lemon, a bag of
day-old dinner buns.
A counterfactual s ituation of course, but much more like it. We find humanity in
the telling of detail. This is real. We cathect on what we can buy. With our archeological
habits and our sociological imagination we pick over common ground, making ends
meet, filling our pouch with daily bread. What did he eat? Where did he live? How did
he earn his living? Who d id he sleep with? These are the truths. We don't trust what he
thought, or the somehow consistent but crazily patched assortment of opinions,
assumptions, habits, feelings, remembered and mis-remembered books, paintings,
conversations, places that, taken together, comprise a world view in progress.
So, whatever he wrote, while lying in bed , he must nevertheless shop for
supplies, with or without a shopping list. He must, at some time, rise from his bed and
put on clothes. A difficulty here. What does he wear? A too detailed description , the
clothes of the young changing so rapidly, will locate him inappropriately. His clothes are,
let us say, second hand. Perhaps they include some of military origin, worn mockingly.
You then, must picture how he is d ressed as he enters, diffidently, a corner grocery. He
is diffident because he must negotiate the awkwardness of knowing, but not too well ,
the storekeeper. H e feels raw out in the world , naked inside h i s hiding-disclosing
uniform. He gathers together the tea, the lemon, half a dozen day-old dinner buns.
You're bored, Swinger. Bored witless. This isn't how I was meant to develop.
This isn't me at all.
I have it. What he's trying to do. He's planning to reintroduce the u niversal
in the form of chaos theory. There, in the shop, miraculously a butterfly. A
butterfly flaps its wing in Golders Green, a little shop off the Rue Magenta, or in
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Hawthorn, and somewhere in the Amazon basin a flood sweeps away villages.
That stuff isn't for us Swinger. Snuggle up. Listen.
I n a bed, curled, a beautiful youth writes. Writes what? The pale, non-writing arm curls
protectively about the text. It is secret, intimate writing. Words written for a friend. Is it a
real friend , someone he's met, or someone he is yet to meet? Perhaps he has met her,
spoken to her, and yet he writes, not quite to her but to some projection she may or
may not wish to own. Perhaps he writes a vision of a lover his imagination may force
her to become.
He has been writing intensely. His fingers cramp. He pushes the pad of writing
and pencil away, stretches, rolls towards us, arms raised, but with bent elbows, fingers
flexing. We see that she, for it is a girl after all, is scarcely breasted, without body hair.
There is only the long, richly brown hair of her head , a storm (borrowed that) on the
pillow. She looks at us, out of the Matisse room, with eyes, also brown , such as Egon
Schiele may have painted.
It is, fran kly, a cliche, as the erotic is always a cliche. Surprise may flatter, but the
same old tropes of the flesh-and-garter brigade stir us. The arms raised, bent at the
elbows, drawing up the nipples, revealing the vulnerable, the inviting stretch of torso,
the hollow of secret armpit. The world as feminine, as glimpse. The soul as a ravishing
aspiration, a receding promise. Matisse, Mozart, the Rue Magenta, Egon Schiele at the
Belvedere, the smell of coffee in a Brunswick grocery. I n the thousandth year of the
second millennium of the common era we have become participant observers of our
own culture. We have ethnomethodolgy for decadence.
There is a glimpse of the blue sky through the window of the Matisse room where
the naked child-woman stretches before us, her thoughts revealed, intimate as
tampons, in the pencil marks on the pad pushed just out of reach. It is a blue sky of
bright enamel, a sky to demand the wearing of hats. Our skin thickens to a carapace in
this harsh l ight. We grow furtive rather than wise.
Perhaps we don't allow ourselves enough Mozart, Matisse, smell of coffee? We
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are too busy suffocated by plans for a better future. Too practical for little butterflies of
wonder to escape our lips in conversation. It is all and only imagination, but think what
it would have been like, being there, in the marketplace, when the poet Rumi began
twirling in ecstasy. He was the first of dervishes, releasing into the ether a thousand ,
thousand butterflies.
All and only imagination . I mean to say, Swinger. He's lost it. What you want
these days is sordid facts. The purple shadow of the receding distance has to be
needle bruises in the child-woman's arm. And Rumi, a thirteenth century Sufi
poet! Why not some popular singer-songwriter, lisping stone-hard, smooth-worn
truths such as: actions speak louder than words. We can all live with sayings like
that. Nod our heads up and down to that.
Can you imagine what it is to be a story? The agony? The crises of
identity involved? I could have been something else altogether you know. More
sexy, somehow.
And what a story! A young person of indeterminate gender lies naked in
bed writing, stops writing, rolls over and stretches. Even the trip to the shop for
tea, lemon, bread, didn't happen . You can't call that a story.
We could have been so much together, Swinger, you the reader; the
unavoidable writer; and me, the sinuous, the alluring story, still palpable as a
hologram, with my warm breath in your ear.
Curled, naked in bed , the dream figure in the Matisse room writes. Writes what? A
poem to the goddess Gaia, a vision of existence as ecology, a treatise on holistic
medicine, new age old themes of communion? Only connect, she seems to be saying:
youth looking for identity and hoping for the best.
Or maybe it isn't really connection and communication she's after, not like writing
a letter at least. Maybe she is drawing maps, street plans, grids where affection and
acceptance might be tapped. Perhaps she is trying to divine where the chi lines of
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significance and belonging trace their way across the body politic?
She doesn't go to the shops; not today at least. She does get up and go to the
window. She has to grip the sash and lean back a little to do this, but she presses her
naked body flat against the glass. Probably, this being an attic window, no one can see
her. It is, however, a gesture of revealing. She opens herself, presses herself, against
the cold , hard glass. It is a small step in her progress.
She stretches her poetic soul over the world because she has yet to find her way
in it. Matrons with a role, a place to occupy, a cache of significance, warmth in the eyes
of others, do not need to curl in bed, naked , writing. They are too much in their world to
question it. She, however, is a voice from the edge; a voice for whom beauty, tea and
d ry bread are not enough. But, not being of it, she can only see the life of a working girl
as a fat lie.
So, she writes, seeking to name the reader who approaches with eyes glowing
recognition. It's the same old black-in k-shine-bright miracle she wants. Every story a
viaticum after all. Her fingers reach out to touch your face, Swinger, only in parting. It is
most definitely a buzz: the same spark of life flashing between synapses in different
brains.
Stir a loin , quicken a heart beat, startle a memory.
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Customer Song
Simmone Howell

I can't win
As soon as one goes out
Another one comes in
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She Dances to Explosions
Francesco Maurici

and good strong bass lines
and mobile phone rings
barefoot on polished floorboards.
She dances to quiet
at the centre of a cyclone.
Little feet stomp to
thunder and lightning
trams and trains
Harleys and Dukes.
She dances with wiggles
kitten squeals
and Monroe shrieks
delighted
when most would retreat.
She danced with her shadow
for the first time,
a smile in her eyes
revealing joy
as she moved to a rhythm
that I couldn't hear.
I watch her dance to colours,
crayons, dolphins, sunflowers,
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bells at a railway crossing
and the sound that gift wrap makes
when she attacks it.
She dances with empty Coke bottles in our lounge room.
She dances because stop signs are red
and because parks have slides and swings.
Chocolate ice cream on her face
peanut butter banana pancakes
strawberries, car horns
rain on our tin roof
she dances.
When the mood takes
she lifts her arms.
I move forward hypnotised.
Her body begins to sway.
I'm a satellite in orbit.
I pick her up
four feet off the floor
eye to eye
her shoulders begin to move
left, right, left . . .
She wants to dance.
She wants to dance
with me.
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Mag netic
Tim Richards

After one or two d rinks over lunch, James was inclined to become d isoriented, and
Hampton wasn't a suburb he knew well. Looking about, he saw a young woman striding
up the hill, and he crossed the street to ask if she knew the way to the station. Though
kind enough to offer these directions, the woman betrayed great anxiety, and James felt
compelled to ask why she was so nervous.
"My husband . . . "
"Is there something wrong with him?"
"If he . . . If my husband catches us together, he'll . . . he'll. . . "
James thought the nervous woman unusually beautiful, but couldn't imagine that
she and he were together in a way that might provoke even the most jealous husband.
When pressed further on this matter, the woman became hysterical.
"He'll . .. He'll swallow his tongue, and he'll fall to the ground convulsing, and he'll
make growling noises, horrible growls, and he'll become magnetic . . . Cars and metal
things will slide across the road and clunk against his skin . . . And then, when he's
magnetic, the sky will open up above him, and he'll see angel choirs , and . . . And the
sky will open up above him. And the angels, magnetic, clunking against his skin,
convulsing magnetic angels."
James took the woman by the hand, and gently caressed her palm with his
thumb, before asking , in a manner that surprised him as much as her, "So?"
Grasping his meaning, the woman tried to protest.
"But, but convulsion, magnetic convulsion and sliding cars . . . Angels, growling
angels, and my husband magnetic . . . So! So?"
James looked deep into the beautiful woman 's needy eyes and asked whether
she would want any of that to get in the way of love.
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The anxiousness now leaving her, the woman said she wouldn't want that.
Nothing should obstruct the course of love.
She then clasped the man's hand confidently, and led him up the street in a
direction she had previously described as the direction of the railway station.
As the dreamy-eyed couple set out on their new life, neither noticed that their
departure had been witnessed by a man whose legs now turned to jelly as his long
pursuit faltered. His breathless, feeble voice strained to call out, "M-Marnie! No! P
please don't! Mamie!"
With this desperate plea, the man collapsed onto the bitumen road and began to
convulse in a way that would have terrified onlookers had there been any. His
unheeded calls to Marnie gave way to fitful growling, only for these fearsome
utterances to be swamped in turn by a beam of pure sound aimed at the prostrate
man's hyper-kinetic body. An ineffable marriage of celestial voices.
Almost imperceptibly at first, a blue Honda Civic parked at the curb began to slide
sideways across the cambered road surface, gathering pace until it stuck with a
shuddering clunk to the growling man's raised arm.
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She S its by that Same Cafe Wi ndow
Jules Leigh Koch

The woman from the recycle boutique has
had several face tucks
Minute scars stitch across her hairline
and behind her ears
Wearing melodrama makeup
and heavy rings
She sits by the same cafe window
and is never without a hatbox
Her nicotine stained fingertips tap against
an art deco cigarette case
She reads only the personal notices
in the paper
To check out the deceased estates
for clothing and bric-a-brac
She claims to know four languages
and calls the waitress over
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With a different one every time
to order another herbal tea
She stays an hour and a quarter
each morning
And always rearranges the flowers
on the counter before she leaves
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I Ent Never G u n na Be No N ick Cave Woman

Lisa D 'Onofrio

with tombstone teeth
and carnival sighs
swinging hair and spindle thighs,
pale forearms and
ash-end eyes,
humid knees and
weathered lies,
snake-skinned hips and
no, no ties
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Epitaph

Michael Crane
You can't hurt me Death.
I kissed you on the mouth.
You can't hurt me life.
I made Death my wife.
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The Manx Cat
Sascha Morell

You do not notice the manner of the manx - the way with a kind of brute humanity he
plays with the thing he eats - the way he leaps up on the keys of the pianola and, with
metronomic flickings of the flank, chances a broken melody. You do not notice the
planning in h is a rtful stroke as he slips to the back door to wait with you r own green
eyes for the coming of the tabbies from the balconies, for the ballet of their nightly
wrestle-and-scream. You can't hear the ballad in his mews, or the etiquette of his
lapping with strange frail tongue at the pale of milk. You do not notice these things.
You notice his muscular toughness, the build of his stout limbs - and the fact
that he has no tail.
At auction , you came across a neolithic mortar and pestle - it was a sturdy thing
and barely chipped with centuries. Currents and rapids of time had polished it smooth
as a stone in the deep gut of a dinosaur, milling meals of coarse cycad. You held it in
your hands - you saw the printed digits on its base and its satin stand. The auctioneer
did not touch it.
He held up a wand of fingers and clicked them, "Going once, going twice . . . "
Come, it was, into you r possession , with the determined trajectory of some mysterious
meteor. And a hammer fel l .
You had to walk i t home. Your bicycle had busted, a n d the wheels reeled with
missing links of chain.
You put it on the kitchen ledge. You position it. The manx cat is muscular - it
fixes you with its primeval eyes. Once upon a time men bred very, very small dogs
together and created flouncing, useless beasts.
He watches you and you watch the garden, where the gardener shears back the
lawn walking in a green waft of evaporative odours. Pietro is his name. You chuff.
Pietro, you think, is the missing link between the apes and whatever came before.
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Else enters, sirens in her eyes, censure stitched into her dress. There is the click
of heels as she lifts her handbag with gentle ease onto a sloping shoulder.
"What's that?" she asks, not looking up, dipping through the handbag for the car
keys.
"Are you going out?"
"Yes, what's that, did you buy it?"
"Oh ." You glance at the mortar and pestle. "Not exactly." There is a thud as a
sparrow flies into the window's mirror glass. The cat rasps .
"Another one," Else sighs , staring a t the meek mark left o n the pane. Her mouth
is suddenly in you r face, kissing you goodbye. "I'll see you later. Don't wait up for me."
Her face is coloured pale citrus - as though not blood but brine courses through
her. It is a modern face. Having kissed you , she departs by degrees, pausing in each
nook of the hall to scuttle for details, personal effects. She imperceptibly recedes, and
leaves.
The door closes on a d raft. You r warren swells with its own warmth .
You follow the cat's blunt behind to the pianola - he leaps up behind the music
stand and peers down over it with that galactic glacial gaze. Grudgingly you sit, and
your feet man the pedals and work them. Your hands stay by your sides. A piano roll
made of George Gershwin starts to play in perfect time - the keys rock themselves
sleepily out of the dust - and isn't this - let's not be too stingy with our wonderful
language - isn't this a ghost?
Solitude causes the mapped precision of time - its measured continents - to
weaken and separate and shift in an aimless diaspora about you . The silence, the
purposelessness of unobserved, uncharted solitude. Rocking on the stool you allow the
last tangy notes to fall in disorder off the edge of the keyboard. And sit on the stool ,
statuesque, with nothing to move o r motivate you , n o calculated seconds to roll you o n .
The unobserved solitude of purposelessness.
Even the manx does not observe. He stalks with that swelling stroll - seen in the
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heavy hips and razing back - towards the kitchen (each prowling leg flattening the
clawed foot against the hairy carpet) to the tiles without a sound , but with the constant
twitch of skin.
After an unmeasured while, you stand and follow him .
From the kitchen window: the clean-cut s u n in officious glints. Pietro has moved
out of sight, but you hear him wrestle with the weeds with a sound l ike terror trapped in
jaws. You stare on the stitching of April leaves on the lawn in increasing unmeaning.
Then you hear a leap and topple, and spin about to see the mortar and pestle rolling on
the cou nter, rolling towards the destiny of the ledge.
The cat has spun it. You trap it with you r hands at the laminex precipice.
The manx leaps away in long hops, and flattens itself to the floor.
Gently you lift the mortar and pestle - hewn of some volcanic rock, and lighter
than it looks - and detach the twined cords that hold the pestle in its niche. You
separate the two elements, and lay them side by side on the benchtop, and consider
them.
The phone rings - startled you straighten, opening your ears - it is like some
birdcall brillante. You let it ring and turn back to your tools.
Slowly, with stiff, relaxing hands, you begin the long, slow grind of stone against
stone.
The pestle rolls about in the cave with swirling scratches; it runs on tracks along
the grey stone iris ring at the mortar's bottom . The phone rings out. There are no
interruptions to the grind of stone on stone. It is sleek as the spinning of vinyl. It is slow.
The i n ner surface of the thing is perfectly, rhythmically smooth.
Your instinctive inner ears begin a beat - they carve out new measures of time
to accompany the churning wand of stone in its hollow of shadows. Your ears flood with
these heartbeats and you find yourself lifting your feet in empty repetition from the floor,
and crashing them back. The beat is a thorough drum. The anxious cat skids from the
branches of furniture to the ground-litter of papers, and shadows itself.
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Nothing appears, and no sparks, in the empty receptacle. Your hands dance. The
neat track of the grooves carries forward your fingers - the action becomes automatic,
as though you are pulled forward by the inevitable circlings ahead, and no longer create
them, and the sound is the swirling of surf and your feet l ift l ike pistons.
You can dimly perceive the two cats-eyes that hover now, over your work, and
sway with it. You can dimly perceive your own movements and the excavation before
you - but your thoughts are in regress and internalise, and you perceive far more
clearly the wordless shapes of feelings; restlessness, hunger. You hammer the stone
into stone and the sound is a chipping, a dru mming.
There is the thunder of a slammed door, and the thing slips in your fingers. You
stumble. You sit down, very hard, on your tail bone that makes you wel l aware of itself
and of its own unfamiliar kind of pain. You can hear the thing crack far behind you .
You sit o n your arse i n the cold regard of your hollow-head wife. The hours have
climbed toward night. She puts out a hand, and flicks on the grim kitchen l ight.
Then she passes you, into the bathroom.
The manx cat is muscular, sabre-toothed. It fixes you with a primitive grin. There
are men who breed very, very small dogs together and these animals bring forth
flouncing froth; useless, humanoid beasts.
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Fame

Eve Vincent
We were actors. You were the chef and I got the part as the midget. It was theatre of
the grotesque and I was kinda short. Early April and already Autumn . Leaves clogged
the gutters like loose pages. By the next summer, my seventeenth summer, my nose
reached your chi n . Back then I could tuck my head under yours and let your lips rest in
my hair. We joined a youth theatre company. There was no money. We performed in an
old brick place, slated for demolition. Ivy da rkened the rooms and shells as big as
hands marked a path between the overgrown pumpkins . That house was our castle.
We staged a suicide scene from the roof. We made the cou rtyard your kitchen .
The fire spat sparks and paint fumes into the cold n ight. I helped you d ress. I
padded your gut with pillows and tied on a filthy apron streaked with melted lipstick.
I look . . . fat you said doubtfully, facing the mirror, leaning back with your hands on hips
and feet squared . Zoe, can you make me obese? Please. I want to disgust people.
I watched your slow wide smile in the reflection, your mulberry lips and wild hair.
I could have rolled you out to your first scene, sweating under the tightly strapped
layers, a white hat jammed on your head . Woks dangled from dangerous hooks. I kept
the door ajar and watched you, waiting for my entrance as your shrivelled servile
assistant. Your forehead shone in the firelight. You wrung blackened palms. You wiped
your hand across the gut. Slowly. Smiling with grey eyes. You were the chef. That was
your kitchen. Watch me cook, you screamed , and I swallowed . My tiny han ds trembled.
We thought we were actors.
By winter you had a licence and a car big enough to fit my ancient bike. You'd slam the
side door and turn to me, where to beautiful? I'd give you my ugliest face and mime,
just drive. You drove me everywhere. You put foot to the floor with a grin , bells jangling
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in luminous hair. It rained and rained. We drove our city of looped avenues, inside and
dry, talking about fame and the future. You wanted to be famous. / don 't care how, you
announced, face close to the windscreen. I worried about the future. I couldn't imagine
it. We'd circle some memorial, the mourning spotted gums with their wet, patterned
back. I 'd take off scuffed boots, stick my feet close to the car's heater and curl my toes
under frayed skirt hems.
We scoured op shops for your suits and waistcoats. The volunteer red as we shut
ourselves into changing rooms together and slung men's pants back over the door. On
me your clothes were a clown costume. Pass me those pinstripes, you'd demand. This
is serious. You'd hook your fingers into the pant loops as we roamed dripping streets. I
remember wanting to be seen with you , arms lin ked and laughing. I remember being
scared to be seen with you.
You know, people probably think we're like, together. Lovers or something, I said
on Strezleki Street. You snorted.
Well. Aren't we?
I began to arrive late.
Our favourite cafe. The walls were green and the chairs never matched. Dead
flowers overflowed from vases made of thick Mexican glass. We liked the waitress
there. We would order water for hours and leave when the afternoon got dark.
Ten past three. I parted the glass-bead curtain, trailing my fingers through tinkling
blues. I searched for your back.
You had your coat on. You were flicking through an old magazine, one thumb
lifting the wrinkled pages. The other reached for your neck, tugging at new dreadlocks.
I kept my coat on and said hello with my small gloved hands in my pockets.
You slid the magazine to one s ide and leant across the table, elbows wide. You
put a hand to the cold edge of my cheek, the bright tip of my nose. You talked in urgent
confessional whispers, your black puppet eyebrows rippling across your forehead .
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The waitress wandered over, dumped the water between us, her freckly face
blank. I said a quiet ta and you smirked .
She's a babe don't you reckon ? D o you think I should get my tongue pierced?
You waited for an answer.
No. I curled my tongue against teeth , imagining metal.
Why not?
It's disgusting. You watched me with grey eyes. I shrugged. Do what you want, it
disgusts me.
I will. You got up and went to the counter, studying the postcards tacked behind
the till. One of them I knew by heart. Greetings from Holy Town, Varanasi. It made my
toes wriggle with longing . I picked up the magazine, reading the same line over and
over as you pointed to the cakes, making the waitress laugh with an open mouth.
I turned the page round to face you . Tilda Swinton. She 's a babe. Don't you
reckon ?
The waitress brought us cake and two forks. You said, Zo, I have to know. Do you
really hate my dog?
No. I lied to you with my clear eyes. You wrapped your fingers around my wrist. I
knew it. I know you so well. You were just trying to hurl me. You ate the last bit of cake
thoughtfully. No one could not love my dog.
After we finished school I sent you a postcard from that holy town, Varanasi.
On a train I wrote: In India fame is inevitable. The fair hairs above my lip, the
white white of my wrist. My blonde plaits, the underside shorn close to my neck. A man
peels a mandarin, watching me. He drops the skins to the ground, watching me. He
chews the segments, spitting out the pips, watching me.
In Delhi I added: In India fame is impossible. The streets slow with people; the
beggars, the lepers, the sadhus, the peddlers, the workers, the Muslims, the Hindus,
the men, the men, the men, the woman with her blood-red bindi and gold-edged sari.
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You would hate it here, Nell.
Just before posting it I scrawled: I miss you mate. I hope you are . . . happy?
You were fiddling with your tongue ring, rolling it around your mouth like a silver word.
We sat at your parents' kitchen table, opposite each other. Never get too close to the
audience. The connections break.
It's not love, you began. It's something different. You shrugged. You 've been off
searching . . .
Travelling
Zoe, please. You brought me back some incense for fuck's sake. You've been
searching, and I've been here. You sighed and stroked my hand, sitting mute on the
table. Incense has always given me headaches. I want you to meet him.
He was pushing thirty and had thinning bottle-blonde hair. He wore hoops in both
ears and his watery blue eye skidded across my face. I chatted brightly and he listened
with his head on one side, nodding, nodding. Does he have a tic or something? I asked
later.
He 's intense. Look, it's like a kind of performance, OK. And he 's overdoing it a
little, that's all. He 's so keen, it's kinda sweet. I said nothing. I pressed my thumbs to
your third eye and smoothed wide eyebrows. Overdoing it a l ittle, that's all.
You told me this story about him: He was driving along Captain Cook Avenue and
suddenly braked . It was a fresh hit, guts spilling out onto the road. He wrapped the cat
in newspaper and put it on the back seat. He skinned it with his imitation Swiss army
pocket knife and put the insides out with the rubbish on Tuesday. He hung the skin,
outstretched, on the washing line to dry. The hills hoist sagged in that backyard, with its
garden of tall weeds and a hundred identical white gnomes, paired and staring. The cat
spun slow circles in the sun. After a few weeks he sewed it to a leather jacket and wore
it everywhere.
I saw him on a bus once and we talked about art and I ndia, the blue Brindabellas
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behind us as we trundled through Red Hill and over the lake. Yeah, so I'm back and
some days it's like I never left. We passed my stop and a muttering woman got off. But,
everything's changed too. I guess I should get a job. My eyes kept travelling to his
clumsy blanket stitch, the yellow cotton unravelling in parts. Taut skin and stiff fur lifted
off the leather. Claws flapped against his chest as the bus leaned into wide
roundabouts. His eyes were on my full face, his head to one side and nodding,
nodding.
You rang me on a Friday, the last day of my first week at work. My body played the role
of receptionist as I scanned the sky through a high, shit-streaked window, waiting for
the rising moon. You said something about a party in the cou ntry, tonight, a friend of
his. I know we were going to do something together, just the two of us. I hope you don't
mind. I looked at my screen and hit the keys with furious fingertips. nell eleanour
mcintyre. yeah i mind.
I'm getting pretty good at typing. I think I'm a fast learner.
Do you want to go to this party?
Um I'll come if you drive me. Drive me there, Nell, please.
Of course. You don't have a car.
A party in the country. I was shivering under the vast navy sky, checking out
empty silos and car shells. A heap of clouds buried the moon. This place is haunted,
you said, slamming the door. I jumped and you said softly, It's not really. We interlocked
fingers and twisted a scarf around our necks as we crossed the flattened grass.
The living room was painted wet blood red. A band picked away at drums and
some upturned piano guts. A woman played the violin and it filled the whole house with
its wailing.
He wore the cat coat. He kissed us both on the lips and the taste stuck. He was
whispering to you , his hooped lobes lost in your soft hair. We were still joined by the
scarf, but the words got stranded and I couldn't hear above the gypsy songs and
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laughter. I closed my eyes and let my tongue greet each of my own teeth . The taste
was chemical fresh, traces stuck in dark enamel corners. It was unfamiliar and then I
forgot it. For a fast learner, some things took a long time.
I rented a place near the mountains with a work mate. Ceinwen. I was in love with her
Welsh name and Asian crockery. Fog flooded the mornings and spiderwebs glistened in
the hedges. I n the evenings cockatoos pelted gumnuts down from the trees and
shrieked as the sun set. I lit candles to cook by. There was no telly but the music was
constant.
You drove 30ks through a dusty dusk. Thought I'd drop in.
You know that most roadkills happen this time of evening, I said , slamming
cleaver to pumpki n . The scratched table jumped. You sat down opposite me, sculpting
a Medusa out of spiralling vegetable skins. I made soup and you talked like a tape. I'm
really interested in mythology you know. Greek stuff. I think I wanna go overseas.
What, and visit lover boy in Corfu?
Istanbul.
That's Turkey, mate.
You stared at me. I know, you said quickly. He's in Turkey. Which is quite near
Greece. Europe is like that.
I grated the carrots harder and harder. I skinned my fingers that n ight and
Ceinwen led me to the bathroom, gently. Gave me a Bandaid, don't cry, don 't cry.
You had pupils like plates and were itching your eyes out. You had bright pimples
clustered across your forehead and in the corners of your mouth. You whispered
something about quitting, the pitch rising and rising. I'm getting off, Zo, I mean it.
Ceinwen was your audience, eyes still and watching. I scraped my blue bowl. I'm
getting off, getting out. It's just so bad for my . . . skin. Then you bent over laughing and
Ceinwen looked at me. What's so funny?
You invited us to dinner, both of us. Ceinwen, you were babbling, what a beautiful
name.
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Welsh. I held out your coat for you, and you clumsily slipped into it. Next
Tuesday, we called out to you from the verandah.
I spent next Tuesday at home alone. I wished for a TV, just so I could watch the
news and then some crap.
We drive through the summer streets. Sprinklers ticking as they rotate. Water puddling
on the clipped green. We drive through the city, our back to blue haze mountains,
through pink housing developments by a still lake. I point to the sign. Mitchell
Crematorium. Mitchell is on the outskirts. A suburb of wholesale hardware stores and
brothels bordering the rocky plains where the airplanes come in low from Sydney,
making the grass q u iver. On the edge of a city, on a s mal l hill. Past suburbs, before the
farms begin. Mourned and burned in Mitchell. Beneath gum trees the faces of our past
cluster together. Everyone from the Youth Theatre Company looks old. Everyone from
school looks the same, except serious and shocked . He is wearing a suit-coat and too
short trousers. Your mum is smiling inanely and you r little sister's got big tits. We are in
the car park and I can't make my legs move. Ceinwen has to drag me out of the seat
and into her arms. My cheek burns against her, sticky and salty.
Your cold skin has a smooth sheen. You don't flinch as I touch you, don't flick your g_rey
../
eyes or let a mulberry smile seep across your face. It's a powerful performance, c�
edge stuff.
,,,... ,..You r death is so fucking good, I almost think it's real.
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Last Week

Justin Treyvaud
1.
walking home
along a major road
i looked inside an
indonesian restaurant
and saw a heavy-set man
wearing stubbies
and looking sweaty
and i knew
i would never eat there
2.
i picked up a friend
and we had coffee
and conversation
then i drove her
back home
and while i
was driving to
my next destination
i realised my fly
was u ndone
and i wondered
if anyone had noticed
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3.
i was buying
cigarettes in the supermarket
and when i asked
for my particular brand
the attendant said they
didn't have any
so i pointed them out
for him and he said
"sorry man, i'm still
half asleep"
i replied "no problems"
4.
arriving at work
i couldn't find a
parking space out
the front so i
drove a little
way away and sat
in my car listening
to a song full of
synthesiser with my
head on the steering wheel
and i felt tired so
i called in sick
and drove back home
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5.

watching a g rand slam
singles final
i realised i didn't
care so i turned
it off and went
to sleep
6.
i saw john howard
on the news and
started to realise
that he kind of
looked statesman-like
and
got

scared

7.

d riving out
along that road
i passed the same
indonesian restaurant
and saw a bunch
of people eating there
and i laughed
and laughed
and laughed
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1 5th Apri l , 1 998: Two Examples of
a Healthy Self-Image
Coral Hull

1.

He's good at putting on thick white socks tonight, I was a big fat woman
just out the shower, wrapped up in a fluffy pink towel , who had eaten too
much pasta, I wanted to vomit and my breasts were soggy and hot,
hanging down my middle like something washed up onto a tropical
beach , I wanted my hair up in a bun and my white socks put on and pulled
up to my knees, I looked like the type of thing we used to get bashed up
in school for being, I said, "I look like a dag," I was bloated and tired and
he said, that "I looked l ike a bit of a dag," as he smiled, he seemed
content, but why did he love me like that?, I could hardly believe my luck,
no one else had seen me like this, only the clock and the corners of the
room, only the glass ashtray, only my cats who went by smell and smelt,
"she is not well, " so they wanted me better, but people aren't like cats, I
wanted to be alone like this, because when I am like this, I have nothing
to give them, but my needs or my s ickness, I keep away and remain
hidden then, because if I am found, I know they will peck at my bloated
flesh , like I was a leftover Christmas pig or a chicken.

2.

Many red lipsticks had been abandoned to my old chipboard drawers,
you don't want that red lipstick do you? , no, I actually don't wear it
anymore, even though my mother said I looked ugly without it, she said
that "I looked like nothing special," that I could only be heard and seen
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through war paint, I thought Ronald Macdonald and Madonna wear it and
they're powerful, I haven't actually worn it for awhile, and when I put on
some red lipstick and nail polish again, I looked like an old whore, it
wasn't decorative but l ike bleeding from the mouth and nails, besides "it
was too severe," he said, he wanted me softer so he could get to know
me on his terms, he wasn't prepared to do the work, he was too afraid of
a shiny car or boat and scissors in the heart, besides when I don't wear
lipstick I can eat apples anywhere I want, and don't have to run to every
mirror I see, also most men who have made an impact in this world don't
have to wear it, okay, here's the deal, when Bob Dylan wears red lipstick
then so will I , when he learns to sleep in it, and answer the door in it, as
well as write his songs in it, then so will I .
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Salt

Anna Hedigan
Part the first,
In which we meet a girl once fat now thin, who hasn't yet managed to shrink-fit her aura;
who must go through the turnstile crablike, though she needn't; who must take three sizes
of pants from the rack and try them cautiously, to avoid disappointment; who when a man
speaks to her must fight the u rge to look behind her for that other, more attractive woman;
who listens a beat for mocking laughter when he tells her he loves her; who has never
recovered from that moment in The Breakfast Club when Judd Nelson says that Claire is
a fat girl's name - her name, spelt the same.
Part the second,
I n which we look with an unforgiving eye at the tidy flat of the once-fat-but-now-skinny
Claire; at mass produced cherry veneers and art prints so famous you don't see them; at
too many throw cushions gone tawdry because they were purchased on impulse from an
I ndian furnishing warehouse, even though the non-shopping part of her brain knew that
everything from India is poorly made by a child half blinded from handstitching sequins
so that it looks like junk in six months; and doesn't that serve her right.
Part the third,
I n which we evaluate the motives of that man who said he loved her, by noticing the velcro
and zippers and rip-stop fastenings that hold his clothes together; l ike a good honest
button was too yesterday for him; like he was a man who needed to be able to rid himself
of his clothing q uickly, without the indignities of urgency; and we compare him to Claire's
grandmother, her almost-mother, who raised her to brush her hair properly, who always
said she was beautiful, which d idn't help Claire at all once she got skinny and wanted to
be valued by the discipline of her flesh ; that old jet bead lady with jet eyes wet with seeing
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clearly, never too kind; prone these days to banging dishes in the sink and calling her
granddaughter a flibbertigibbet.
Part the fourth,
In which Claire invites her grandmother to her flat to meet the man who claims he loves
her; where she knows the jet eye will fall on the closed teeth of zippers and the shoes
without eyelets and find him wanting; and Claire hopes her grandmother's unhooked
stocking stays and misbuttonings, the eyeglasses in the linen cupboard, the teeth on the
television in a sherry g lass, resolve themselves into the eccentricities of being in a house
too long alone and not some broader pattern; because s he fears and wants the sink
banging of her grandmother's judgement; because she thinks the wetness and jetness of
that eye might be as fierce-focused when grandmother's mind is no longer moored to
anything, when the nightdress always has a stain and crumbs of self fall less frequently
and instead have to be wiped from the crusted mouth.
Part the fifth,
In which, with terrible inevitability, the man who claims to love her treats Claire's
grandmother like she is a sweet old lady, talking slowly and too loud and inviting her to
rub up against his compliments; where Claire dreams of desserts; where he fails to see
the jet X-ray vision twinkle him into not nearly good enough; and where grandmother
introduces into Claire's ghost food fridge the fear of her too-fat longings, a cake plump
with orange peel and honey drizzle, floating on clouds of cream; you used to love this
recipe.
Part the sixth,
In which Claire remembers that the book of her mother's recipes was bluebird vinyl, the
pages yellow furled; a stray eyelash of memory flutters in a page of dinner pa rty
favourites cut out years ago and fixed with brittle tape, featuring a picture of a hostess,
apron over worries and piping hot, that Claire returns to behind her quiet bedroom door
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again and again; the book where the doorbell chimes and her glamorous mother, waspie
waisted, answers it; she kisses th ick Cyclax purple onto her guests and serves them
Whiskey Sours strong enough to make the eyes water; then a d inner not worth the
trouble, beef wellington gone soggy u nderneath, souffies too fizzy on the tongue; and for
Claire, coveting the book behind her bedroom door, her mother is real for a moment; in
the kitchen all night so her guests only see her as the deliverer of d ishes, a perfumed
earring, Claire's absent hostess; for Claire has never damask dined, only chewed
sensible starches at her grandmother's formica table, the steamed and chopped and
beaten ; and in the book of bluebird vinyl there are grandmother's recipes in her mother's
skywriting hand, but never cooked, never splattered and thumbed and butter smeared; so
she knows without knowing, that the absent hostess in Claire herself was what irritated
grandmother; a tendency of bluebird flibbertigibbet.
Part the seventh,
In which the terrible scraping of knives on porcelain and silence indicates that the man
who once said he loved her has drunk too much and said something inappropriate to
grandmother, who twists her jet beads with papery fingers and looks at the tablecloth;
where Claire grasps to find some way of stretching the ingredients, and asks inane
questions about old friends of the family whom grandmother can remember little of in
recent times but scandals and deaths, and we 'll have none of that loose talk; where the
old woman stiffens like paper burnt round the edges and rises crumb-covered from the
veneer table, indicating that it is time for Claire to call her a taxi; and the man who once
really did say he loved her dashes into the bright rectangle of kitchen light to be with the
appliances and feel safe.
Part the eighth ,
I n which bright kitchen light gouges the true age of the man who once may have said he
loved her deep into his face, no matter how tomorrow his clothes are; and when he kisses
Claire with a rind of winestain on his lips she tastes his relief to have the evening over,
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and he drinks her youth and insecurity a little too hungrily from her mouth; and she wipes
her mouth with the back of her hand and sends him home and resists the urge to weigh
herself; and Claire folds the napkins into triangles and wraps the leftovers in clingfilm
shrouds, to prepare them for decomposure in her ghost fridge; and then she opens the
fridge and as the rubber seal on the door pops she smells an orchard of orange and
cinnamon and the u ntouched sweet honey cake oozes at her; and she takes it out
to throw it away but just one, just one piece, and she is so relieved to be in her kitchen
alone with the cake; and on the couch with a pot of tea she cuts herself the first of her
slices and licks honey from her fingers; and then her tongue curls backwards so she
thinks s:,e will swallow it and Claire runs and splutters cream d roppings and sponge into
the sink. Salt. Grandmother has baked the cake with salt instead of sugar. You used to
love this recipe.
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Man Who Dont Wanna Cry
Coral Hull

Whyd you make me cry honey, doin that lawn all nice an green like that,
dont make me cry honey, if i was gonna cry id rather the sky did it, id
rather do a rain dance and make the sky cry for me, at least after the
showers gone thered be some green grass all growin again, my tears will
drown an ant, thats about the size of it, i dont wanna cry again honey, i
aint cried in twenty years, no use me crying an killin all the insects, the
skys holding more water than me causin less pain to the sky, if i cry don't
do nothing but kill insects, make me all tired and weary inside, aids the
agin process, the sky dont get old only the planet does, im too fragile to
be cryin all the time, next time someone wanna make cry, they gotta build
a water pump and git all that water dredging up, outa the riverbank honey,
you cry again, you cryin enough for both on some days, i can hold a big
ole storm a tears inside, as much as i wanna hold onto a hornets clay
nest, but why would i wanta do that, when nature holds all of us.
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Television
Natasha Cho

1. The early days of television
When television arrived, most circus folk began to fear for their jobs. They wondered
how television would affect the circus . During the early days of television, circus folk
held meetings to discuss their futures.
In particular, hypnotists and mind magicians were wary of television right from the
beginning. After all , in its own way, television has hypnotic qualities. People look into its
eye and are lost for hours.
During the early days of television, circus folk were not the only people who
feared this new invention. When television broadcasts first began, some people
predicted that television would ruin society. It was thought that television would distract
women from performing housework, that it wou ld destroy marriages, that it would
prevent children doing their homework. It was predicted that television would kill the
theatre. It was also predicted that television would kill the circus.
However, it must be said that not all circus folk feared television. Some circus
performers had different thoughts about this invention. Late at night, in the privacy of
their caravans, these circus performers secretly dreamt of new careers in television.
After all, television , like the circus, has its stars. There is something special about
being on television. Look at the people who star on television: television makes people
whiter and it makes people brighter. Furthermore, right from the beginning, television's
favourite colour has always been blonde.
2. Characteristics of television
Television, like the circus, is full of promises. Television promises you two for the price
of one. It promises you more at no extra cost.
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Television shows you what love looks like, what happiness looks like, what
families look like. It fills silences. It is furniture that talks. Sometimes it works in
conjunction with your telephone. Ca// me now, it says. Ring the number on your screen.

3. Stealing from the circus
Some circus folk say that television stole from the circus.
They say that television stole their skits, their gimmicks, their friendship with
children. They point out that the smiles of television stars are exactly the same as the
smiles of circus stars. Some circus folk ask: from where did television get its stunts, its
explosions, its glamour?
These accusations of theft have never been proven. Television network
executives claim that such accusations stem from envy. These executives say that
circus folk are simply jealous of television's success.
It is true that television is more successful than the circus. After all, these days,
the most famous of circus stars get their own television specials.
4. Watching television
Nowadays, most circus performers have a television in their caravans. It has been said
that, in between rehearsals and shows, circus performers like to relax in their caravans,
watching their television screens.
We watch television; the television does not watch us. If the latter were true, our
televisions would know many of our secrets. They would learn of the things that happen
in our homes; they would know the uncensored details of our lives. They might be
appalled by our realities.
5. Circus stars and television stars
There was one television special that merged the worlds of circus and television. This
special was called Circus of the Stars.
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The concept for this project was simple: Television performers were required to
spend weeks in training to learn specific circus routines. A circus was staged so that
they could perform their routines on television.
Circus of the Stars first aired in 1 976 and further episodes have since been
filmed . Over the years, television stars - often stars of sitcoms - have walked across
broken glass, performed on the trapeze, demonstrated stunts on horseback, raced
trained dogs through obstacle courses and more.
Throughout the h istory of this project, circus stars have devoted their time to
training television stars in circus skills. However, no television offers have been made to
circus stars in exchange. No circus stars have been asked to host late-night talk shows
or to appear in drama serials. After each show is filmed, the television stars return to
their shows and the circus folk return to their caravans.
Ladies and Gentlemen: never forget that there are two kinds of stars on Circus of
the Stars.
6. The end
Television shows you what love looks like, what happiness looks like, what families look
like. Television can also show you what death looks like, what black holes might look
like.
Black holes are said to be cosmic bodies of extremely intense gravity from whj
nothing - not even light - can escape.
Turn off a television and you will see that nothing escapes: all the content, all the
light, is drawn into the point at the centre of the television screen . The images
disappear, the light disappears; there is nothing left.
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Australia Aug ust
Glen Marlin

In a frustrated state, my partner, a friend and I hop into my dilapidated car and decide
to take a drive. Although we admire the freewheeling spirit and have a need for release,
we nevertheless make adjustments to work schedules and the lights in my flat are on a
timer to dissuade potential thieves, so it's probably time that we lost ourselves for a
while.
An hour out of the city towards the coastal belt, the chains are starting to slip and
we're silently enjoying the motion, on the cusp of making sentimental comments about
the lure of "the road", when a simmering mirage ahead is proven to be real, and very
disturbing.
Two smoking cars are bent around one another. The initial vision is enough to
steal our breath, but as we get closer it becomes more and more disgusting, and our
friend gags in the back seat. The road isn't well used, and it seems we're first on the
scene. One family stationwagon and a white sedan with government number plates.
I pull my car to the side of the road and get out, taking a deep breath. I'm shaking
and dry retching, but relieved to see that the body hanging halfway out of the sedan is
moving, and indeed making a call on a mobile. It's a face I recognise instantly: the
grazed and bruised Deputy Premier. Alone. She is speaking to someone in her office
back in the city, ignoring me.
"For Christ's sake, send another car, and only call the cops after it arrives . . . "
She ends the call and I look at the other car. A man, a woman, a young man and
a child are clearly dead. The Deputy Premier asks me for a hand out of the wreckage,
after which she removes her driving gloves. I pass on my details and, on her orders,
reach in and grip the steering wheel of her car.
Next morning we're back at home and I'm worried about how the details are
being fixed. The knock at my door comes at about 1 0am as agreed, and I ask the
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officer if everything is in place. He nods, whispering tersely. I catch sight of a lone
photographer behind him, so I pretend to struggle, after which he handcuffs me and my
partner. We're led to a car and our friend is waiting in the back seat. She smiles at us
and we smile back, now that we're out of sight of the journalist.
"All this time I thought I was on track . . . feels good though, doesn 't it, to actually
do something positive?" our friend says. We look at her and nod, still smiling.
We're led to the station. The Deputy Premier is good for our State, as is her
superior. The effect of this kind of scandal would be the end. You live through as many
years of bad leaders as we have and, on finding a good one, well, you would do the
same as us, I 'd l ike to think.
I'm formally charged with driving under the influence occasioning death/s (4). Just
what the influence was won't be known u ntil the lab finish their processing, so that
space is left blank on the page. I call my mother, who has heard in a mid-morning
bulletin and, as I 've already been named, is in tears. After I explain things her mood lifts
and she tells me how proud she is of me. She agrees to keep a lid on it and will tell the
weekly women's magazines that I have a lways had problems with substance abuse
and that it's a miracle that I haven't been caught before.
I am separated briefly from my partner, but we will be reu nited after the police
decide just what they can charge her with. Before I ' m led away, I hear her mention to
the guard that this kind of thing must have been going on for a while. The guard
says,"You've no idea, Miss, but your boyfriend is about to find out."
With that I'm led out. I wave and smile at my partner and the warden opens a
door. Smoke billows out and then clears to reveal an area lush with red velvet walls and
polished floorboards, and an upper deck bathed in sunlight. Televisions chirp, but are
muted when the men and women inside notice me and begin to applaud .
This is the "cell" for those willing to be fall guys and girls. It is beautifully
appointed . I am given a flag bearing the insignia of the Deputy Premier's political party
and a cigar. They all tell me who they've covered for as I wait for my partner, and we
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chat and drink. Then she arrives and we settle in to our new room. It's a little cramped,
but quite lovely. Our friend is moved in next door. Nobody says it because it's too
obvious, but it is true that support and devotion to the cause do pay dividends in the
long run. I am to be released in 1 2 to 1 5 years, depending on parole.
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On the F i res of N ig ht
Paul Hardacre

three chapters of a novel forgot the title
opening our hero yoachim kimbo walks in
london town tenement scene overcoat loaded
like something out of Minder white boys &
flesh-punks smiling gold teeth bu rning in
their glue picks up pace as he enters key
street man with skeletal head growls from
behind a fire then laughs cut to north of lima
heart-of-gold lumberman unearths mystery of
red top hill revised book of the dead of
similar manitou storyline strange mask just
add your head walking talking medicine man
bent on revenge knocks on the door then the
front window has a smoke kicks the door in
appropriate splintering tommy launches from
the pantry with supernatural strength our hero
never expected this needs a convenient
window to fall through does so meanwhile
away in a manger occult european takes a
phone call scarred mouth at receiver close up
& weighed silence once again then the words
"call Helsinki" (click).
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The Meanest Fighti n ' Tongue Ya Near Eva Did See!
Edward Phillip Burger

Me an' Tuscanny entered the bush - but it weren't no dense bush. In other words, it
weren't what I'd cal l a forest; there was more space 'tween the trees, an' them tree's
branches were lower on the trunk, an' was spread out wide so plenty'a light got in. There
was many shrubs an' young trees 'tween them big trees, yet I still called it bush, which,
by my way'a reckonin', is less dense than a forest (despite the fact that many people in
Australia use the term bush ta describe what I calls forest).
Me an' Tuscanny had a tuft time tryin' ta make our way through all that bush which
were dense with shrubs, young trees an' all. We was soon feelin' weary, due not solely
on our efforts ta force our ways through this bush but also cos the sun was real hot which
shone 'tween them trees an' their branches (which the sun would not 'ave done ifn we
was in a forest).
Why is we tryin' ta force our way through this dense bush, asked Tuscanny? Is we
mad?
No, ya ain't mad, I says. This is the quickest way ta the El Passo Ranch. We must
reach the ranch ahead'a Mack Verlain an' his gang'a outlaws so as we can warn El Passo
an' 'er ranch-hands.
When me an' Tuscanny finally emerged from the bush, we was so covered in twigs
an' leaves that the woman on lookout plum dain't see us.
Yoh, up there! I holler'd. We comes ta tell ya that Mack Verlain an' his gang'a
outlaws is on their ways!
Funnily, she thought I were sayin' that we was Verlain an' his gang . And she pointed
'er gun at me an' says I'll teach ya ta show up uninvited! She were 'bout ta shoot at me,
but Tuscanny saved her. Hold yer fire! He ain't Mack Verlain. You'd best be takin' more
care'a who ya aim that rifle at, Ma'am. This 'ere is The Shadow.
She lowered 'er gun quick, like she'd been slapped in the face or somethin'. The
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Shadow ! ! ! , she said in wonder, d isbelief, and jubilashu n .
Yep! We comes t a warn y a , I says. Mack Verlain a n ' his gang'a outlaws is o n their
way, an' we come ta offer our services.
We is much obliged to ya both, Ma'ams. I'd better be gettin' one of the hands ta
escort ya to the BARN right'way - that's where El is. So she called to a hand below, by
the name'a Wild Bull, who was a real big lass, like she were three women rolled inta one.
She started showin' us through the ranch.
Is ya really The Shadow, Ma'am, she asks?
Better not you be askin' such questions, Wild Bull, warned Tuscanny. The Shadow
dain't take kindly to no insubordinashun.
Beggin' ya pardon Ma'am Shadow, but it's j ust that ya look so normal. Ya ain't even
got a cloak.
Don't ya eva call The Shadow normal! Tuscanny holler'd. The Shadow dain't need
no cloak. Like the rest of us, she dain't abide by the wearin' of no artificial
encumberances.
That gits Ms Wild Bull a mite nervous, and she starts cowerin' an lookin' fo'
fo'giveness. But I'd had enough. Begone weakling! I holler'd. We'll find the barn
ourselves! And at that, the hand started shakin' all over an' ran back to 'er post.
We soon found the barn, an' sure enoug h , El Passo was inside, but neither
Tuscanny or meself menshunned Verlain right away cos we was struck dumb. El Passo
was carryin' a great HAY BALE on 'er back - an' with muscles ripplin', she raised it o'er
'er head an' threw it inta the hay loft which was way down the other end of the barn.
How come you're cartin' 'round bales'a hay ifn you is so set against the idea'a
animal farmin', I asks?
This ain't no bale'a hay, she says. This is wheat - an' just cos it's wheat dain't
mean I support the business of growin' food crops neither. This wheat is stuff which
occurs naturally in these 'ere parts, an' I only picked them wheat which was already torn
from the ground by the wind . An' cos I wanted ta avoid disruptin' (ta a harmful degree)
them natural processes'a decomposishun, soil fertilizashun , seedin' an' insect/rodent
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populashun sustainability, I collected only a few stalks from any one locashun. I had ta
comb a very large area before I'd got enough stalks fo' this bale. This should be enough
ta last me an' me hands a whole season - with enough left o'er fo' them ranch-hands.
But then we saw a pair'a HORSES standin' outside. So how come ya got 'orses, I says.
I thought you was against usin' a n imals.
Them is wild 'orses, she says. I don't 'ave nothin' ta do with 'em unless they ask
first. And an 'orse would never want ta git ridden, so I would never ask 'em . An 'orse might
allow someone ta ride it ifn it wants ta - though I would never condone it - such as ifn
an 'orse wants ta help someone who needs ta git somewhere in a hurry. And in such
cases, the human has ta pay back the 'orse with a chore. lfn the situashun were ta arise
where the 'orse's strength is used ta assist a human with a task, such could only happen
ifn it were by the 'orse's suggestion. Fo' example, the 'orse might observe its human
companion ploughin' a field usin' a hand-held, single-pronged plough; the 'orse might
suggest the design of a multi-pronged plough which the 'orse could pull an' git the field
ploughed in a much shorter period. In return, the human could spend the time she/he
saved by performin' tasks fo' the 'orse, such as groomin' it, riddin' it'a bot flies, supplyin'
it with a basket full'a berries . . . ifn not fo' the fact that plantin' crops ain't natura l , an' is
demonic, an' that 'orse should stomp the human ta death for eva attemptin' it!
But time was we were gettin' down ta business. Excuse me Ma'am, I says, but me
an' Tuscanny 'ave an urgent message fo' ya: Mack Verlain an' a gang'a outlaws will be
arrivin' at any moment. We come 'ere at the risk of our lives, but we both figured , Ma'am,
that we'd rather d ie fightin' fo' the rights'a goodly folk like yerself than ta be l ivin' in a town
that's run by Mack Verlain. Don't ya agree, Tuscanny?
It's the truth , Ma'am, says Tuscanny. Why, me an' The Shadow 'ave been through
thick an' thi n , Ma'am. An' The Shadow, well, she's got the meanest fightin' tongue ya near
eva did see!
Is ya truly The Shadow, asked El Passe?
I sure is Ma'am, an', like Tuscanny says, I gots me one mean tongue that's just
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waitin' ta give someone a lickin'.
Well, I'm much obliged ta ya, Shadow, fa' yer kind support. You an' Tuscanny can
go join Ms Wayne in the lookout tower while I go rou nd-up them hands.
As we was makin' our way ta join Ms Wayne, all 'round us was bustlin' with hands
gain' to an' fro, stackin' boxes an' up-turnin' tables ta use as protekshun. But by the time
we reached the look-out, ev'rythin' was quiet. In fact, it were so quiet you'd think there
weren't no creature livin' no place. The only sound I heard was Ms Wayne's hair swishin'
from side ta side ta keep them flies off'a 'er. There weren't no rustlin' in them trees - no
sign'a birds or furry critters. I looked down at them ranch-hands who was crouched
behind the fencin'. There was maybe twenty of 'em - an' that was just 'ere. There was
lots'a lookout posts all 'round the ranch with just as many or more. It was a wonder how
El Passo managed ta feed 'em all with just one bale'a hay a season.
Anyways, by this stage ev'ryone were gittin' a mite impatient on account'a havin' ta
wait so long, an' on account'a ev'rythin' bein' so quiet an' all. All 'em hands began ta
twitch. Me tongue was itchin'. Me shadow was deepenin'. Even Ms Wayne was talkin'
'bout comin' down from the tower, she was so sick'a waitin'. She was the last person I
thought would fall fa' Verlain's bluff. But there weren't no faolin' me. I knows Verlain was
out there. Tuscanny could even smell 'im. I n fact, so sensitive was Tuscanny's nose that
she was near overwhelmed by the cocktail of perspirashun from all them hands, an' it was
hard fa' 'er ta pinpoint Verlain's locashun . I was gittin' a mite concerned fa' Tuscanny. lfn
she were still bein' overwhelmed when Verlain got 'ere, me tongue would 'ave ta work
doubly hard . And then Tuscanny began ta drool. So I quickly led 'er from the tower an'
away from them perspirin' hands till we reached the far side of the yard . Tuscanny had
become so weary I had ta hold 'er up. She took some deep breaths, raised 'er head,
looked 'round all bewildered-like - an' then she died.
She slumped ta the ground. I tried shakin' 'er but that dain't do nothin'. So I pressed
me lips against 'ers ta try an' stir 'er senses, but that dain't work neither. It was hard ta
accept that she were dead; she had been me faithful pard ner fa' sev'ral days an' had
become a trustworthy friend. I turned away from 'er crumpled body, leaned against a
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fence post an' looked out o'er them nearby fields. Fo' a moment, I forgot 'bout Verlai n . Me
eyes gazed at them unspoilt, naturally-occurrin' fields an' at them empty, unused an'
healthfully flourishin' pastures. I was comforted by the fact that, despite the loss'a one so
bewtiful , there was still bewty left in the world. An' there was still some hope fo' the world
- at least, fo' this ranch, despite how fucked ev' rythin' else were. I thought back o'er the
time which me an' Tuscanny spent together- them good times an' bad; more than once
she'd flung 'erself in front'a me ta shield me from bullets. She'd been me longest servin'
pardner. Unfortunately, it seems she was more susceptible ta odours than bullets - An'
then I thought'a old Shep, me dog-pardner fo' many years. (Yet it'd be more proper ta say
that I were 'er pardner. ) She died'a starvation cos she'd given up eatin' on account'a not
wantin' ta hurt animals. She wouldn't even eat plants. Shep's nose was almost as good
as Tuscanny's at sensin', trackin', scoutin', food-gatherin' an' stuff - which she did fo' 'er
own purposes, only ifn she felt like it. She was i ndependent an' weren't no slave ta
nobody. I loved that dog like she were me big sister. An' s he was good at ranch-work,
such as roundin' up the hands , or gatherin' wheat-stalks fo' 'er own con sumpshun (until
she decided that even that were too cruel an' damagin' ta the environment). I remember
times when we'd be nearin' a ranch , an' although them hands would still be a mile off,
she'd smell 'em, go round 'em up an' send 'em ta work. Yep - me an' ol' Shep was a fine
team. But Shep was now long dead, an' time heals wounds.
Poor ol' Tuscanny. I looked down at 'er an' wondered what I was gon na do with 'er.
I'd 'ave ta git 'er out the sun an' find some way'a keepin' 'er cool till it were time ta start
cookin'. But I knew it'd be a while before any of us could be thinkin' of dinner. As I dragged
'er towards the cook-house an' passed one ranch-hand then another an' another, none of
'em showed any interest. They dain't lick their chops or rub their bellies. They was waitin'
with stern concentrashun fo' the arrival of Verlain an' 'is gang, who was one big feast just
waitin' ta be et ifn El Passo an' 'er hands gots their way.
I put Tuscan ny i n the pantry then headed on back ta the lookout tower. . . Well that's
what I would'a done ifn l'da broken out'a me meditative mood as soon as I should'a. As
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it were, poor ol' Tuscanny was lyin' in that sun just a tad too long an' was startin' ta pong.
'Twas a wily serpent which eventually roused me. This serpent was on top the fence, so
close ta me elbow that it could'a bit me ifn I d id n't pull me arm away with such lightnin'
speed as I were famous fo'. But then the serpent started talkin'. I am sorry that yer friend
died , it says. I was stu n ned. I knew that it weren't possible fo' a snake ta talk, an' this
serpent was much like a snake really, exceptin' that it could talk. Yer friend's body is
producin' a strong odour, it says. I smelled it from them woods on the far side'a them
fields.
Now, I knew that different people 'ave different ideas as ta what type'a forest is
represented by the term wood , an' there was no tellin', under normal circumstances, what
a serpent would deem ta be representative of the term. One could assume that since this
serpent were speakin' in a human tongue that the term wood would mean the same as it
means fo' humans, an' since I was familiar with the forest on the far side'a them fields, I
had a perfect understandin' as ta what kind'a forest this serpent referred ta as wood,
which in this case was not bush, by my way'a reckonin', neither was it a dense forest, but
it were still a forest in the true sense of the word, as by my interpretashun, 'ceptin 'that it
were specially dark, due ta either the density of the foliage which comprised the forest's
canopy, which at this particular time might'a been a feature of them particular species'a
tree which inhabited this forest, or due ta them forest bein' shielded from light by a
mountain, mountains, or some other such mountainous object. But s ince there weren't
any such mountainous object in the vicinity, I concluded that the darkness was due solely
ta the density of them trees' foliage.
Once again I'd been lost in me thoughts. When I comes to, I looked 'round an' don't
see no sign of the serpent or Tuscanny. Till I sees Tuscanny's legs stickin' out of a hole
in the ground. So I grabbed 'er legs an' was pullin' hard , when I sees that the serpent got
the whole top 'alfa Tuscanny up its gullet. I thanked the serpent fo' tryin' ta git rid of 'er
fo' me, though I asks it ta leave me some cos I had in mind usin' it fo' lurin' Verlain an' his
gang out'a hidin'. But at the menshun of Verlain, the serpent pricked up its ears an' tried
ta say somethin'. It was hard ta hear on account'a its mouth bein' so full an' all. An' then
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it started flappin' its ears 'round, an' I didn't know what it were on 'bout, 'till I realised it
were pointin' at them dark forest o'er yonder. It were tellin' me that Verlain was in that
forest! This were mighty valuable news. I runs off straight 'way ta go find El Passo. I found
'er crouched be'ind a wheelburra, and I comes up be'ind 'er ta tell 'er, but before I can say
nothin', she spins 'round an' shoots straight at me groin . Now, any normal folk would'a
been wounded bad fo' sure considerin' how close she were an' all, but seein' as how I'm
fast as lightnin', I was able ta git out the way so it only nicks me ear. In h indsight, maybe
I should'a jumped up or sideways instead'a bobbin' down like I did. Anyways, I tell 'er 'bout
Verlain, an' right away she gits the whole place jumpin'. Ev'rywhere is bustlin' with activity
as wagons an' carts is loaded with supplies an' ammo then hitched ta some of them
hands. Other hands were gittin' saddled up to' bein' ridden on.
When we was all ready ta leave, El Passo g its up on a crate an' starts speakin':
Now yo'all know by now that Verlain an' 'is gang'a outlaws is camped out in the bush o'er
yonder. But he dain't know we know, so we gots the uppa hand. We gotta strike while the
wood's warm! We gotta strike 'im instead'a 'im strikin' us! All them hands cheered, l icked
their chops, an' fired their guns inta the air (which were packed with powder an' metal
which was sourced locally). An' ya also prob'ly know that we gots the privelage'a havin'
The Shadow 'ere with us today ta join us in the fight! They all cheered again, even louder
than before. It was kind'a an awkward situashun cos'a how I weren't even figurin' on
fightin' on account'a it bein' harder ta hide ifn yer the one who's approachin' the en'my,
an' not the other way 'round. And then El Passo asked me ta say a few words. It was
pretty hard ta back out, but she also said somethin' 'bout showin' their gratitude by givin'
me one of 'er 'orse-hands ta replace Tuscanny, so at least I'd be harder ta shoot, an' could
run away quicker on 'orsehand-back.
I made me way t'ward where the crate was, and them crowds parted, and were all
beholdin' me with much rev'rence. Then I gits up and starts me speech: Today is the day
we put Verlain an' his gang'a outlaws in their place, when we crush 'em so bad that never
again will the likes of Verlain eva dare raise their voices against our puritanical regime!
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The hands cheered hysteric'lly. With or without me, I says , victory shall be yours cos it's
nature's will that good shall prosper - Yours is the power to convert or kill! Them hands
went berserk. Death to Verlain ! I screamed . I n a bloodthirsty frenzy, they su rged through
the ranch gate shoutin' Death to Verlain, an' headed fo' the bush .
We had ta travel throug h the bush fo' cover, but the route was tuff, an' made us a
mite impatient when dealin' with trivial matters, such as when we came 'cross a couple'a
yokels we thought mig ht not be scouts fo' Verlain, but we killed 'em anyway. Still, it's
better to be safe than sorry. After all, they was only humans. And since they was dead or nearly dead - we thought we might as well eat 'em. Of course, we weren't eatin' 'em
on accou nt'a not wantin' no food goin' ta waste or anything like that - we believed the
most natural place fo' food was ta git left fo' nature an' the earth to consume - but we
did think that the extra food could be beneficial in sustainin' us through the battle ahead ,
and besides, it just smelt too damn good to resist. So I made a long cut in the skin of the
back'a one, pealed the skin away in one big sheet, and sliced off small bits'a meat from
'round the spine. Then I prised apart a couple of them vertebrae and dug out some of the
marrow. It was all a bit messy on accou nt'a the heart was still pumpin' blood ev'rywhere,
but it sure was good tucker. Then soon as everyone'd had their fill , we headed off 'gain.
When we was gettin' close ta where Verlain an' his gang should'a been, it was
strange cos there weren't no forest were there should'a been - only bush. It weren't
dense enough. I looked above an' could see plenty'a sky through them foliage. Still, the
bush was dark, like a forest - dark as ifn a shadow were bein' cast o'er the region by a
mou ntain, yet there weren't no such mou ntain. I n fact it was even a mite less dense than
that bush I first went through on the way ta El Passo's ranch, which some would'a called
a forest but which weren't cos it weren't dense enuff, an' which couldn't 'ave even been
called woods neither on account'a it weren't dark enuff. Maybe the bush where Verlain
was now could'a been called a woods, cos one of the traits of a wood gen'rally seems
that it's dark, but anyways, it still weren't no forest. So whatever was goin' on ta make this
bush dark like a forest when it definitely weren't one, one thin' fo' certain was that it were
sinister, unnatural, an' u ndoubtedly the work of Verlain an' 'is gang .
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But just as soon we was sure 'bout one thin' - that there weren't no mountains or
hills in the region - along comes a hill which ran right o'er the legs of me new pardner.
Then holes appeared in the hillside an' bullets started sprayin' ev'rywhere. It was Verlain's
hill which had made the forest dark, exceptin' it couldn't be seen before cos it weren't
castin' its shadow from o'er but from within. I was on the ground, an' too close ta git hit
on account'a havin' been ridin' me pardner when she were h it. And I was qu ite oblivious
ta what was goin' on 'round me on account'a I was mournin' 'er death, an' I was also
thinkin' 'bout Tuscanny an' 01' Shep, an' I couldn't even think what this new one's name
were, but I pul led 'er free of Verlain's hill. I thought that maybe 'er special skill was bein'
able ta shed 'er legs, like lizards shed thei r tales, but ifn it were, it hadn't helped 'er none.
Anyways, so them hands were fallin' like humans, yet they hadn't been able ta kill not one
of Verlain's gang cos them bul lets couldn't penetrate the hill's walls. The time had come
fo' me ta call upon me special skills.
I left the base of the hill, an' made me way undetected, o'er them bodies strewn all
'round, till I came to a fallen trunk where E l Passo an' some of 'er hands was held up. She
was a mite surprised ta see me appear so sudden-like beside 'er, but then came joy. We
gotta blow-up that mountain an' level it to the ground, she says . We got dynomite, 'ceptin'
we can't git close enough. Will ya help us , Shadow? You is our only hope. Before she
could finish speakin', I was stickin' sticks'a dynomite 'rou nd the base of the hill (stickin' em
on with tree-sap - a natural adhesive) with such l ig htnin' speed as I were famous fo'. I
was done in no time, but it took me a while ta gets back ta El Passo cos I got lost in the
shadow of the mountain. It was like ev'rythin' were invisible on account'a us both bein'
shadows. I had ta call out ta El Passo, an' she replied, but straight away bullets came
flyin' at me from ev'rywhere. None of 'em got me thoug h cos they still couldn't see me. So
I gets back, and then it was time ta call me tongue inta acshun . Our problem now was we
couldn't just blow-up the hill while it were still in the bush cos'a the damage it'd cause to
the wildlife an' environment. We had ta gets the hill out of the forest an' inta them fields.
It was my task ta coax it.
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The bush is no place fo' a hill full of outlaws, I says. Why not be out i n a field where
yer formidable hill can git viewed fo' miles 'round?
Don't try ta mince words with me, Shadow! says Verlain. Why wou ld ya be wantin'
us seen from miles away, anyways?!
Cos we know we're defeated. We want at least ta be able ta git a proper look at the
face'a our conquerors, ta kinda put our souls ta rest by knowin' how we comes ta die.
Them is pretty words, Shadow, but I smell a trap. We ain't budgin'.
Well I'm sorry yer mind's so made up. I guess we could just stay 'ere, an' ya could
comes right up close, cut us down an' crush us, but where's the sport in that. Why not go
inta them fields, give us all a chance ta escape inta the bush, then ya can come after us.
Ya might even want ta crush the ranch first - it's a clear run across them fields from 'ere.
I still ain't convinced, Shadow.
Well , maybe you're just too scared ta go inta that field . I think you're afraid you're
gonna git hurt. You're afraid'a gittin' yer ass kicked. You're gutless an' spineless, Verlain.
You're a pansy, a teacher's pet, an' a mummy's boy! You're even worse than a human,
Verlain!
Them is nothin' but hollow words, Shadow!
Ah shit! I give up! Stay in the forest then. See what I care. Why don't we all just
stand up an' git shot. Shoot us Verlain! We're waitin' fo' ya!
We ain't shootin' no-one ifn you're tellin' us ta do it, S hadow!
Just then one of Verlain's men jumped out a hatch an' comes tumblin' down the
hillside. We thought maybe he were surrenderin' cos he couldn't no longer bare my verbal
barrage. Till we notice he's got a white flag which he starts wavin' like 'e were tryin' ta
tau nt us, as if we was cowards or somethin' an' darin' us ta s hoot 'im. So we did. We all
fired at the same time, an' his whole body kinda just opened up an' sprayed flesh an' bits'a
bone ev' ryw here. But we stopped when we noticed that one bullet must'a missed or gone
right through 'im cos it wounded a tree. We should'a been more careful. We was really
unnerved an' upset on account'a our concern fo' that poor tree. Yet we couldn't be lettin'
ourselves git discouraged. Fo' the sake'a all trees an' other organisms ev' ryw here, we
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had ta face Verlain an' his outlaws with all the strength'a will we could muster. So meself,
El Passo, an' all 'er remainin' hands stood up.
Shoot us! I holler'd.
I says we ain't shootin' no-one ifn yoo tell us ta!
We walked to the edge of the bush an' out inta them fields.
I know yer game, Shadow! We ain't budgin'.
Once we was a distance away, we lay in the grass an' waited fo' Verlain ta make
his move. And we were waitin' a while, an' it seemed like Verlain weren't gonna budge.
The only thin' which happens was a couple a wild 'orses comes up behind us, which got
El Passo talkin' 'bout 'er 'orse ideas again: lfn I were eva ta ride an 'orse in a show
jumpin' competishun, she says, them stakes would 'ave ta be very high, with all manner'a
'orse-goodies up fo' grabs, such as free weekly visits ta an 'orse manicurist fo' a year, a
holiday fo' two ('orses) at the 'Orse Leisure Ranch in Colorado, a l ife-time supply'a 'Orsey
Nibbles, an' an 'Orse Comfort Pack containin' 'orse blankets, a mattress, raincoat an'
galoshes, an' a deluxe groomin' kit. But why 'ave a human ride the 'orse, ya might ask?
Perhaps ta increase the degree'a difficulty, or perhaps it m ight be just a whim of them
organisers. In return, the 'orse might gives me a bowl'a oats or somethin', dependin' on
ifn the 'orse considered me contribushun ta be worthy of such pamperin'. I n any case, ifn
I were eva ta ride in such a competishun, it'd 'ave ta be at the 'orse's suggestion an' could
by no means git initiated by me - ifn the 'orse didn't stomp on itself first fo' eva suggestin'
such a demonic an' archaic practice.
Just then a hand came up ta El Passo an' g ives 'er a mug'a soup. El Passo took a
swig, but then she spat it out, jumped up an' was real angry. There's an 'orse hair i n me
soup, she screamed . Ya tried ta force me ta consume part of an animal ! ! ! The hand
started runnin' as fast she could, but El Passo felled 'er with five shots i n the back. She
were dead. Coward!!! El Passo screamed.
This were apparently enough ta attract Verlain's attenshun. Hey, ya still out there?!
he says. Ya all better come back 'ere!
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We was silent.
Ya better come back or l 'ma gonna crush E l Passo's ranch!
The hill appeared at the edge of the forest an' it were firin' a million rounds in ev'ry
direcshu n . It slowly came towards us. They hadn't seen us, but some of 'em bullets was
awfully close. Our problem now was that ifn we was ta blow up the hill in the field, it'd still
kill all 'em little critters an' insects which lived there, not ta menshun the grass it'd kill. I
had me a plan, an' would once again call upon me tongue ta gets me way.
Shrouded in shadow, away from the hands, I let me tongue do the talkin': So
Verlain! We meet again.
I s that you, Shadow?
A hill ain't no mountain, Verlain. And yer hill ain't much bigger than a whale.
My hill's alright.
A beached whale dain't live fo' long Verlain. And a whale which's got guns pointin'
from the inside out can only fall in on itself.
What the heck is ya goin' on 'bout, Shadow!
A whale which's full'a lead is surely dead. And a hill full'a lead shouldn't never be
livin' in the first place.
Well you're full'a shit!
A whale's got real small ears, d'ya hear. It's an elephant which's got big ears,
Verlain - An elephant!
Verlain an' his gang were so mesmerised by me diatribe that they dain't see El
Passo's hands encircle the hill. And neither did they feel the hill rise as them hand's hands
lifts it off the ground.
Yet with ears so big, an elephant still can't fly. . .
What!?
But a whale can .
The hands threw the hill inta the sky an' El Passo fired a t one'a them sticks'a
dynamite. Explosions went off everywhere as the whole damn thin' blew up, killin' the
thousands'a men which was packed inside. All 'round the ground , bits'a hill were fallin',
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an' clumps'a flesh, an' lots'a dead birds 'n insects. A hand picked up a clump'a flesh an'
started eatin' it - but E l Passo holler'd Drop that meat! We ain't touchin' non'a it! E l Passo
looked 'round 'er, shocked by the sight'a all 'em dead critters strewn 'round. Then she
says, With all the carnage we've caused, killin' all 'em birds an' insects, we'd better leave
this food fo' their comrades so as they gets a chance ta rebuild their numbers. And we
ain't eatin' them dead hands, neither, on account'a 'em bein' part'a this massacre. The
creatures of the bush can 'ave 'em. We don't deserve it. So El Passo an' 'er hands had
no food supplies, but neither did they 'ave a way'a gittin' back ta the ranch 'ceptin' on foot
on account'a all them 'orse-hands was killed. There were only one 'orse-hand left but she
was my new pardner. It surely looked like El Passo an' 'er hands was done fo'. They
couldn't e'en eat any of them loose wheat-stalks lyin' 'round cos El Passo had already
raped the land of as much loose wheat as were permissible without upsettin' the
ecosystem.
As the sun were settin', I saddled up me hand an' rode out inta the wilderness
leavin' El Passo an' 'er hands ta revel in their victory. There's no room in The Shadow's
life fo' celebratin' - not with all the trouble in the world. Then as I were chewin' on a
bit'a leg - a bit'a Tuscanny which was the serpent's leftovers which I put in me saddle
bag - I hears some guns go off far be'ind. I thought it must'a been El Passo an' 'er
hands. They must'a decided ta feast on each other - It were strange, though, on
account'a after all their concern 'bout lack'a food, they could'a easily done without none
till they got back ta the ranch cos they had so much ta eat before. I guess maybe they
just wanted ta kill 'emselves. Ah, them revellers. Such a high life ain't fo' me. No Sir-ree.
Only where there's trouble brewin' - that's where you'll find The Shadow.
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the n ig ht i met beck
David Prater

at home nightclub they searched my cigarettes for drugs lucky they did n't check my brain
coz I was high on life man we climbed these stairs to the chill-out lounge when what do
you know but along comes BECK looking sheepish in a wolf-whistling kind of way do yah
mind if ah join ye he says in this british accent you're beck i said no ah'm not ah'm from
leeds says beck ah that explains it i say humouring him you're undercover tonight yeah i
get it no worries man no need to explain your secret's safe with us no really ah am from
leeds beck says okay then I say have you heard of the wedding present? they're a great
band from LEEDS nowt sure he says maybe a little before your time eh BECK? now listen
beck says you guys are really great & excellent to talk to but naught's enough ah'm going
back to join mah mates also from LEEDS eh beck i taunted him that's obvious see you
later then I had to laugh he must have been on the disco biscuits coz he was back in a
flash H I BECK i said fancy a red bull thanks eh you guys are really great beck says hey
no problems i say I really love your early work that version of rock me amadeus couldn't
have come from LEEDS you know MTV made me want to smoke crack too BECK until i
saw you tonight & realised that due to this establishment's strict drugs policy you've
probably taken yours already okay beck says finally you're right i am beck & this has all
been an elaborate joke for the benefit of my friends no don't look they still think it's a jo
you know i said you almost convinced me with that LEEDS accent but now you'�
admitted who you really are I thank you for your honesty to tell you the truth he says i'm
so smashed i thought you were STI N G so i belted him one no ah'm not ah'm from LEEDS
i said & mah name's DAV I D oh right sure STI NG says BECK & ah'm the fooking i'OLICE!
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birds

max panic
some people
walk like snakes
others
walk like ladders

bees

max panic
some people
talk like chainsaws
others
talk like falling trees
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Scents of C h i ldhood

Jenneke Bateman
2. The Hospital

Pushed up against the cold vertical metal plate I stood gagging, people in
white coats urging me to swallow, telling me to stand still, to hold my
breath . Fighting back the tears I tried to do all that, to please them and my
mother - where was my mother?
We would go by tram to the other end of town , silently being pulled along
by a purposeful mother; silently, as I was an obedient child . "Difficult, but
good," my mother would say to the "aunties", thinking that I couldn't hear.
Our regular visits to the children's hospital were exciting, like an outing, but
at the same time terrifying because the strangers in white didn't know
about the "difficult and good" bit - they routinely didn't take chances, so
they tied me to a narrow bed with rubber straps around my wrists and
ankles and the steel sides, before all the electrodes were applied.
I distracted myself by humming my grandfather's songs silently in my mind;
but never quite escaped the smell of rubber and the lingering taste of
barium.
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Race Calls

Jenny Ledgar

Kerry hated these program management meetings. If you work as a volunteer they
should leave you alone, she thought. But things had changed over the last year or so.
When she first started at the radio station there was a strong group of women who
were outspoken at these boring meetings and defended their on-air territories. At some
stage, probably while Kerry turned dusty pages in the library archives, the pendulum
had swung. Funds collected at country dances and market stalls went to finance the
new outside broadcast unit, so the local horse races and footy games could go out live.
The pub sponsored the radio station now, and the RSL and even the bakery that came
with its own pie van to the footy matches.
In the cramped committee room, its dark walls hung with past awards, Kerry sat
with her elbows on the old wooden table. She ran spread fingers continuously through
her short yellow hair and listened to the latest criticism of her show. Ron leaned back,
the hard wooden legs of the chair digging into the ancient lino.
"Some of our listeners have said it's too . . . feminist." He did not make eye contact.
She looked around the group. Nita, the only other woman left at the station,
scribbled minutes furiously.
"And a bit . . . middle class . . . not really in tune with community interests any more."
"And too white, I suppose," Kerry muttered , glancing around at the grim-faced,
pencil-pushing men .
"Look it's a great show, Kerry. I don't know much about local history and I'd like to
listen to your show but I'm pretty busy on . . . that day." Ron looked about the table for
help. Barry picked up the ball.
"Maybe something on the Koori camp down by the river."
Kerry didn't stay to help Nita serve the coffee and complimentary scones from the
pie shop. She rode her bicycle home through the moonlight. She rode nearly five
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kilometres, beside the river and over gentle velvet hills, to the cottage at Foxhole she
shared with a philosopher's ex-wife.
"Tomorrow," she told Vida, as she sloshed red wine from the bottle to the glass, "I'll
go to the Land Council, see if someone will talk about the local people and the land."
"You're the last one there Kerry, the last one of us to still have her own show."
Kerry nodded . She knew that if she gave up, in frustration, the game would be over
and they would have won. The voice of the community would again be exclusively
male; she felt like the last of an endangered species. There were younger women in
town, the Playback Theatre mob. They had made noises about producing some radio
plays. Soon, Kerry hoped, the pendulum would swing back a little and, if she could
hang on, she would be there to welcome them.
Kerry had walked past the Land Council office hundreds of times but had never opened
the door. The windows were painted red, yellow and black. She couldn't see in from the
outside and those inside were unable to see the skinny woman in jeans and singlet
hesitating and walking on, only to turn and pass slowly again.
There are sanctuaries, Kerry thought, places to be alone, to turn pages and read ,
and to make stories. Like the library, or that dark room u nder the newspaper office.
Even the FM studio, so tiny with its wraparound desk and piles of tapes and compact
d iscs, a l l within easy reach. Even when the red light flashes ON AIR I am alone with my
own voice, headphones on and the microphone casually tipped my way. I have found
the secret things to do and be. I can make sense of the things I find in the places I look.
Do I have to walk in here?
I nside the office she found the room not unlike the committee room at the radio
station . The floorboards were bare, the counter high and the walls crowded with posters
about Legal Aid, something called "the boat fund", aerial photographs, and the lined up
faces of the local football teams. Two men came in from the back room; broad
shoulders, clean-shaven, businessmen's shirts. Their boots echoed below the banter
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they threw between them . They fell silent on seeing her.
"I'm Kerry from the radio station. I do a local history show. . . Past Lives . . . "
"We've pa id our subscription already, love. Thanks anyway."
"I was wondering if there's anyone who would like to come in and talk about. . ."
"About what?"
"About how things have been going . . . have cha nged . . . the land . . . a ny issues. I just
thought it would be good to hear from some long-time locals." She glanced quickly at
the posters.
"Good? Who would that be good for now? Did Ron send you down?"
Kerry searched ha rd for a n a nswer. This was a ll a big m istake. She thought she
heard one man mutter something l ike, "One of Ron's trainees."
"Sorry love, can't think of anyone. Good luck with your show anyway."
"You could try Aunty Dawn," she heard the second man call as she headed for the
door. "She lives at Riverview, on the old mission. She loves talking and knows all the
old stories ."
Kerry fumbled for her notebook. "Aunty Dawn, Riverview," she scribbled anxiously.
'Thanks,' she called, "and good luck for the game on Saturday. "
She had forgotten the step from the office to the pavement a nd tripped clumsily.
She heard their snorts but d idn't look back.
The CWA tearoom was near by and even though the aproned ladies greeted her
defensively she liked to s it here, sipping from the china cup, paper doily on sa ucer. She
liked to think of the tearoom as one of the quiet safe places al l women could find refuge
in.
She was just about to pay when Amandala breezed in and plonked herself down at
Kerry's little table. He r pink hai r was tied into a short pony-ta il. A line of ri ngs pierced
one eyebrow and a faded butterfly tattooed on her shoulder. She and Kerry had stud ied
art together years ago in Brisbane. Amandala had been Mandy then. Mandy's father
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was a Scot, a Presbyterian minister: red hair, bright eyes. Her mother played golf and
taught young children to play the piano. Others in the art school had dubbed Mandy
"the Spinner" but Kerry liked eccentric people and valued the friendship.
"Guess what. I've got a job at the Land Council, three days a week. They needed
someone with keyboard skills . . . and Koori."
Kerry smiled widely. Amandala was proud of her connection with the I ndigenous
people. Her parents, she said, were in 'complete denial' and their daughter's questions
and accusations had contributed to a long-distance standoff.
"Do you know Aunty Dawn at Riverview?" Kerry asked, leaning across the table.
The urn steamed away on the counter. Kerry fiddled with the tiny vase of plastic
flowers that sat between them, and Amandala let her happy words flow across the
starched white tablecloth. Yes , she would take Kerry to meet her aunties, although she
felt sure that she herself cou ld be the Aboriginal guest on Past Lives if Aunty Dawn was
too shy. She reached across the table and took Kerry's big bony hand in her own small
one.
"I know how hard it is, " she said, "for you white people to find your way i nto other
cultures."
Kerry rode silently home. The saddle on her bicycle seemed firmer than usual and
rubbed annoyingly.
The high-set houses at Riverview had been built in the late nineteen-fifties after a
series of floods had washed away the older cottages. When people in town had closed
in their front verandahs with aluminium sliding windows, those at Riverview had been
left open. The trees were still there, planted under the direction of the white manager by
grandparents long dead: camphor laurel, mango, mulberry, macadamia nut and bunya
pine. From the verandah, Kerry looked out through the trees to the now peaceful river.
Aunty Dawn and her sister Pearl hugged Amandala and took the daisies Kerry had
picked from her garden that morning. Each woman carried a mug of coffee and a chair
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from the kitchen to sit on the sunny verandah.
Dawn smiled and gazed beyond the river to her childhood . "We used to catch fish
all the time just off the bank there, and buckets of prawns. We'd have a fire and boil
them up, plenty for everyone."
Pearl took u p the story. "I remember Dad coming back from cutting cane, we never
had a fridge in them days, never needed one with all us kids . . . there was nothing to
keep . . . we ate it all."
They laughed .
"How did you manage i n the floods?" Kerry asked.
Dawn waved her arm up the river. "When she came up, that creek behind the
house cut us off first. Someone would swim over the back creek and walk into town .
The manager never lived here with us, said there were too many mosqu itoes. Anyway,
one of the boys would go in and try to get a boat so we could all get out."
Pearl was remembering too. "One year we was all up on the roof, Mum and the old
people, kids, dogs. Mum was holding a piece of old canvas over our heads and we
were all pushing each other trying to get in close . It was raining a nd dark when some
men from town came in boats to take us. They had motor boats in the fifties. Before
then we had rowboats."
"Were you scared?" asked Amandala.
"No, we were just kids. We knew everything would be all right in the end; we
thought it was a great adventure."
Dawn went on. "One year, after I married Clarrie, and we moved i nto this place, I
thought the house would go before we got picked up."
"That must h ave been in the sixties was it?" Kerry was scribbling in her notebook.
"In the sixties, yes . We were always the last to get picked up. When we got into the
Scout Hall everyone else was already there. Things haven't changed that much , have
they Pearl?"
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"No, it's still the same. The SES has got more boats now but there's more people,
all those new places downstream, they get evacuated first."
Dawn thought of another story and dissolved into giggles, her big hands, fingers
wide, covering her face.
"Once, when we got into the Scout Hall, there were so many people there, all with
neat rows of stretchers and grey blankets, me and Clarrie got the tack room for our
family. All the sports gear was there, we thought it was great to have this private room
away from all those toffy townies with their neatly packed bags. When we left, the kids
smuggled out bits of rope tied around under their shirts. Short pieces like scouts use to
practise tying their knots."
The four women laughed loudly and openly, Dawn wiping tiny tears from the
corners of her eyes.
"We never knew what to do with them when we got home. They lay around on the
kids' bed room floor, like little lost snakes , for years and years."
Kerry was still smiling about the scout snakes when she told Vida about her day. Vida
thought Kerry should talk to someone who was involved in rescue services to see if
they had different stories about flood times . She was interested in how priorities were
set when boats went out to do evacuations. Kerry rang Ron , who knew the SES
captain ; they had played footy together.
By the day of Kerry's Koori edition of Past Lives she had recorded an interview
with Bruce, the SES boat captain. He had denied any discrimination when choices had
to be made in flood time.
"Of course," he added, "in all emergencies, fire as well as flood, protection of
property, and lives , is our most pressing task. And we are all volunteers."
Kerry squirmed a l ittle, remembering her own conviction that volunteers should be
beyond criticism.
Amandala drove Aunty Dawn to the radio station half an hour before the show so
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that Kerry would have time to familiarise her with the studio. Ron was there, slightly
disappointed that Kerry hadn't found a responsible man to interview on air. He muttered
something about "tribal elders" as Kerry shepherded Dawn and Amandala into the tiny
studio.
Just before the show went to air Bruce arrived and peered unsmiling through the
small glass window in the studio door. Dawn saw him and looked a bit flustered.
"What's he doing here?" She pulled at Kerry's elbow and a CD fell to the floor, the
plastic cover coming adrift.
Kerry had chosen to play nddas, Archie Roach, Kev Carmody, Kuckles from
Western Australia. Amandala went to the music library attached to the studio and
carried back a few selections of her own.
"I once had a show here too," she told Aunty Dawn. "It was called Spirit Worlds. I
played lots of didj and talked about sacred things."
Aunty Dawn looked slightly alarmed . She was perched on a little stool that was on
casters. She slipped off her shoes and spread her feet to maintain some sense of
security. Her toes just touched the floor.
"I only gave up my show when they got the van and needed more air time for race
calls. It all got a bit too yang if you know what I mean."
Dawn looked towards Kerry, who was wearing a large set of headphones and
poring over her running sheet.
"Race calls,' she whispered . 'Wait 'til I tell Pearl."
Kerry cued up her interview with Bruce and was ready to put her own theme music
to air. Ron and B ruce, sitting in the outer office, ripped the tops off cold cans.
Kerry began by i ntroducing her guests and then asked Dawn how long she had
been living at Riverview. There was a long silence, broken by Amandala, who told Kerry
that Dawn had been there all her life. After a Tiddas number which Kerry hoped would
fill Dawn with confidence, the interview continued.
Yes , Dawn remembered the floods. In the old days the cottages flooded much
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sooner. These new houses, the ones built in the nineteen-fifties, stayed above the
water for so much longer.
Could Dawn tel l any stories about waiting to be rescued ? Amandala prodded the
silent old woman whose mobile stool , in response, glided a few inches further from the
microphone. Aunty Dawn clung to the vinyl cushion . Her pointed feet tiptoed
involuntarily across the floor with the stool . Kerry reached for Dawn's elbow and pulled
her back into place. Dawn lifted her feet like a little girl and chuckled quietly. Kerry
asked if, for instance, they had ever had to wait on the roof?
Dawn looked furtively to the small window in the door. 'When we were all kids, we
might have got on the roof once, I don't really remember. Everyone was so kind to us.
After the flood someone came with a bag of old clothes for us . . . it might have been the
CWA ladies I think."
Kerry played the interview with Bruce and asked Dawn to comment. The elderly
woman leaned towards the microphone and spoke slowly and clearly. "The SES does a
wonderful job, we rely on them when the floods come; they a lways remember us. "
Kerry asked if Dawn's family had ever felt that they had been left till last to be
evacuated .
" O h no," said Dawn. "We've always lived between the creek a n d river a n d it's a
hard place to get to, even after a little bit of rain. They do their best. Once we even got
private accommodation in the evacuation centre."
Kerry thought of the tack room at the Scout Hall . Soccer balls, mouldy tents and
lots of short lengths of rope. While she slipped into a brief lapse of concentration
Amandala put to air an American I ndian chant, one of her favourites from the old Spirit
World days: "Mother Earth I feel you under my feet."
Aunty Dawn nudged Kerry and told her that she was feeling a bit faint. The studio
was hot, the chanting monotonous. Kerry hurried out to fetch a drink of water from the
kitchen . She imagined the old dear fainting , landing noisily on the cramped floor. For
the listeners, she thought, it would be as exciting as a football match. I n the office area,
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Bruce was stubbing something out in the waste paper bin and flapping at the smoky air.
"Good interview," he called as she hurried past, "That Dawn is quite a lady."
Amandala had a firm hold on the microphone when Kerry came back into the
studio. She was not going to move out of Kerry's seat. She had a few questions for
Aunty Dawn. Kerry gave in, now more concerned for her other guest. Dawn sipped the
tepid water thankfully.
Amandala wanted Dawn to tell the creation story for the river. Dawn explained that
she could not do that right now. Amandala, surprised, said that she would like to tell the
story she knew but Dawn was firm. She wanted to hear some more music. While Archie
Roach and Ruby H unter entertained the townsfolk, Dawn told Amandala that she was
"naughty and silly." They both looked to Kerry for guidance. Kerry managed to take
advantage of the mock argument and pushed Amandala's sliding stool away from the
microphone. She had regained control.
When the final music finished, a sitar piece, chosen presumably by Aunty Dawn ,
with Amandala's help, the three women sat with Ron and Bruce and d ra n k instant
coffee. B ruce shook Aunty Dawn's hand and called her M rs Mac.
"We've both got Scottish blood," Amandala announced, sniffing the air l ike a
tobacco detective.
Ron reached over and before she could move away, patted Kerry on the back.
"The show was great," he said, and, passing around the Tim Tams. "I never knew
history could be so interesting."
Kerry rode slowly home to Vida.
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Butterfly Kisses

Ian McBryde

Something woke me, something
feathered up against me in a dream.
Perhaps its soft wing-tip skipped
across my face late one summer
on the way to somewhere else.
Or a rolling echo of its voice
lasted past that particular season.
This is pre-speech , pre-definition.
I know no small worried birds
hovered above me as I slept and slept
in velvet parks that never existed.
I know I have made up the memory
of your eyelashes on my cheek
as you bend over me, whispering,
your missing breath on my neck.
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Lovi ng at the End ing of the World

for Ian McBryde

Jordie Albiston
Love, the horizon is changing, and the su rface
we stand on sinks slig htly as the warm air rises.
A fog of silence surrounds the world, the odd
hole sucking the words right out of our mouths.
Love, we speak with our fingers, to protect the
language from m ismanagement and overuse:
officially endangered it will soon be forgotten
a species gone mute at its own pending extinction.
Love, we hold confessions, statements, admissions
promises, whole paragraphs close to our hearts .
Our minds wrap themselves around remaining
phrases as we whisper our pledge, never to forget.
Love, the d ialogue weeps as it breaks into parts
sentence by sentence, clause by clause, right
down to the final letter. Entire volumes reduce
to soft ash which blows away on our breath.
Love, a poem loses its ink in the gutter, its life
blood swirling in circles at our feet. The unread
script washes slowly somewhere, erased from all
memory: that poem will never be written again.
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Love, the horizon lies on a very strange angle and
millions have lost their tongues. The words I love
you cost more than we have, but we spend them
anyway, leaning, leaning, into the sun's bright wind.
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S m i le

Dan Donahoo
because one day a Hollywood talent scout might see your smile and ask
you to be a mouth model for a Hollywood star and you'll get to be in all the
great kissing scenes sure, only for extreme closeups, but hey, you'll get to
hang around film sets, kiss new and interesting people and occasionally
get the odd spot in a toothpaste commercial .
so smile.
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Navigati ng by Crow

Sarah Weir

Even with the windows closed, the damp air seeped ins ide, clogged with sulphur
vapour from the village coal fires. By March, it had been cold for so long that G lenys
James barely noticed the chill etched to the bones of her white, immobile fingertips.
She stared at the collages and pictures that the children had d rawn for Saint David's
Day. They had sung Welsh hymns at assembly and in the afternoon assembled Welsh
ladies with bright leeks and daffodils. Glenys kept an old scrap box fil led with black
crepe paper for the tall hats and long skirts, paper doilies for the lace aprons and an old
tartan scarf for the shawls.
She stapled the col lages to the walls. The red poster pot smiles dripped at the
corners, as disproportionately sized hands clutched at ragged crepe paper daffodils.
Then she stopped, unnerved by Maud's picture. A dragon erupted from the sea, with
blood coloured wings folded awkwardly on its back and a worm-like face with scorched
red eyes that stared at Glenys with a strangely menacing sentience.
Maud had been her usual, uncommunicative self for most of the day, gazing out
of the window, her coal black eyes dormant as if she was waiting for something better
to happen, but they had flickered briefly when Glenys had mentioned they were going
to do art.
As G lenys handed out paper, Maud had snatched a bundle of red and black
crayons. "I'm not doing a stupid lady, see," Maud said . "I'm going to draw the real Saint
David, you know, the real Celtic one, Dewi. Y ddraig goch." Y ddraig goch was red
dragon i n Welsh. Glenys wondered what on earth she was talking about, u ntil she
remembered something she'd read somewhere in one of her books, about how the
original Saint David was a pagan sea god named Dewi who was appropriated by the
eleventh century monks and laundered miraculously i nto a Christian saint. But how on
earth would a child of eight know that?
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Maud scoured the paper with crayons, her face lowered. She seemed less to be
drawing than conjuring something that had once existed back to life. The other teachers
thought that Maud was a manipulative little cow, an attention seeker. They said Glenys
was too soft on her. Glenys however, believed that when children drew attention to
themselves, there was something that needed attending to. Children communicated
through their actions when their words were ignored . Glenys was trying to understand
Maud's behaviour, but if she was leaving a trail of clues, they remained indecipherable.
The wind rattled through the windows. Slates shifted overhead. A gust swept
through the classroom. The d ragon rose up from the floor, its body undulating. Glenys
turned startled and watched helplessly as it clawed, open-mouthed towards her. Its
searing red eyes fixed on her. They penetrated her, scanning dark untouched corners of
herself for something, although she wasn't sure what.
The wind died as suddenly as it had swept in and the d ragon sank back to the
floor, inanimate again. Glenys picked it up quickly and stapled it to the wall. She would
have liked to throw it away and tell Maud she'd ripped it by mistake, but, if she was
honest with herself, she was intimidated by how the child might react. It was not worth
the potential havoc.
Glenys was distracted by a muffled shriek. Running to the window she noticed a
small knot of children gathered in the empty playground . Where had they come from?
In the centre of the knot, Maud punched the Davis child, her fists relentlessly sinking
into the bloated , watery face again and again. Glenys thumped on the window. Before
she could get outside, Maud had vanished through the school gates with lightning
footsteps and would no doubt be racing across the heather and bracken towards home,
her feet barely touching the sodden earth .
"What happened?" Glenys asked in her sing-song lilt. The other children had
faded away. The Davis child just shrugged . Blood seeped from her nose. Glenys took
her to the staff room, tipped her nose backwards and rubbed Savlon on the cut round
her mouth. S he could see why the child was singled out. She had a peculiar acrid smell
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that permeated the odd assemblage of oversized clothes she wore. Today she was
wearing a button up dress on backwards, over a skirt, as if it was a coat.
This was the third squashed melon face this month. Glenys finis hed dabbing
Savlon on the cut. The bruising from Maud's last assault had barely healed .
"There you go," she said.
The Davis child rose silently and left the building with a clumsy walk, singing
softly to herself. As she left, Glenys could see that she was missing a shoe. On her left
foot was a dirty sock that she walked steadfastly through every puddle.
Maud watched M rs James' car pull up outside the cottage with a sick feeling of
inevitability. The red tights disappeared i nto the workshop, where her Da was sanding
an order of rocking horses. Maud crept to the top of the stairs. Her Mam banged and
crashed in the kitchen, muttering to the weather. There was a clink of crockery, as her
Mam assembled a tray with the best china, loose leaf tea and scones. A vase of
daffodils, plucked hurriedly from the side garden , appeared on a table in the sitting
room.
"Too windy," her Mam admonished the sky u nder her breath. "They won't like it.
They won't like it at all."
Her Da and M rs James walked into the kitchen together, talking and joking . Maud
crept further down the stairs, until she could see them through a crack in the door.
"Hello Bronwen, nasty weather isn't it?" Mrs James smiled at her Mam.
"I'm doing my best, what more do you want?" Mam tossed her head haughtily.
Mrs James' smile faded to bewilderment. Da hurriedly steered her through to the sitting
room. Maud held her breath but her Mam said nothing more. I n stead she followed Mrs
James into the sitting room and poured the tea, darting like a vole; up to get more
sugar, a cloth to wipe the spills, silver knives to spread the solid, white butter. Her small
movements never ceased as her eyes scurried from Da to Mrs James and back to Da,
scanning for the slightest shift of his knees in her direction, or the flicker of his attention
towards her red tights and tartan miniskirt.
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Maud poked an ear through the banisters.
"Look see," Mrs James said , "Maud just hit Francine Davis again. This has to
stop. You know how bright Maud is, but you can't get through to her half the time. It's
like she's just not there. And then she erupts and smashes the living daylights out of
some poor kid . "
M a m darted up to scoop more coal into the fire, stopping by the daffodils to turn
the petals forwards. Da rubbed his hands on his overalls as he withdrew into the
armchair, his large fra me continually apologising for the space it occu pied .
"Mr Griffiths is not as u nderstanding as I am, you know." Mrs James continued.
"He wanted to suspend her last time . . . when he hears about what happened today,
well. I dread to think . . . We have to come up with something he'll agree to. I was
wondering . . . " Mrs James hesitated, choosing her words carefully, "I was wondering how
you'd feel about a psychological assessment. It would just mean someone coming in to
sit in the classroom - and a few chats with you and Maud. It might help us work out
what Maud needs . . . " her voice trailed away.
Maud watched her Da's face light up briefly. She fingered the banister waiti ng for
the response. Her Mam shot Mrs James a lightning-bolt stare.
"No. No way. Maud is our child and we will see to her ourselves. We don't need
some fancy university graduate telling us what to do. You tell Mr Griffiths that we'll stop
her hitting the other kids." Her words crackled like lead shot, nailing down the
conversation to an abrupt, unquestionable finish.
"If you don't mind me saying so," Mrs James said, staring her Mam stra ight in the
eye, "you've said that every time Maud has h it Francine. I don't think Mr Griffiths will
buy it this time ."
Her Da looked awkwardly from one woman to the next. Mrs Ja mes stood up
abruptly. "Thank you for the tea Bronwen . If you don't want help there is nothing more I
can do." Her Mam stared furiously at Mrs James' half eaten scone. Her Da stood up
suddenly and took a step forward . "No, don't worry Ethan, I'll see myself out. " Mrs
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James edged towards the door. When she got there she paused . "Oh, by the way, I
don't suppose you have any books on Welsh mythology, do you?"
"Why do you want to know?" Mam asked suspiciously.
"Oh, I dunno. Maud just seems very interested."
"You know me Glenys," Da said. "Never been one for books."
"Rubbish Ethan , " said Mam. "Our bookshelf is ful l of books. We got the complete
works of Shakespeare all bound in red leather. Ever so posh, you know."
"Yes," Maud heard Mrs James mutter u nder her breath, as she walked out
through the narrow hall. "But it's all for show my girl , all for show."
Maud hunched herself in the dark, waiting for them to come. It was j ust a matter
of time. They hadn't finished shouting at each other yet. The voices swirled towards her,
then tapered back to a vague murmur, her name echoing up the stairs over and over
again, jumping out of their sentences. Maud held herself tightly and put her hands over
her ears . Why were things like this? She d idn't u nderstand it, not any of it.
Removing one hand she heard that the voices had subsided to a low drone. Then
came the sound that she dreaded. The sound of brittle, high-pitched laughter. Maud's
heart sank. This was a bad sign. The laughter escalated, filling in the cracks the way a
flood sweeps across the clay-baked cracks of a d ried river bed.
A crow appeared on the window ledge. It shook its wet feathers, spraying a thin
film of rai n onto the glass and cocked its head. Maud stretched her arms out as the
crow took off and followed , flying out through the window, out across the valley,
swooping through the misty rain clouds and landing in another world. The furniture
became a bare mountainside as an ancient tribespeople emerged in the darkened
room, crouching around a fire, a raw wind whipping against their ski n .
They were warriors , these ancient Celts. Their arms a n d necks clanked with
bronze and gold jewellery, tares and armbands carved in intricate spirals and
interlocking knots. Their fierce faces were outlined by fair, reddish hair that hung in
trails down their backs, plaited strands down the side of their faces. Others had hair
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spiked with lime. Their eyes narrowed as the wind ripped across the bracken, never
ceasing to watch the valley below. They were a scouting party, watching for enemy
raiders .
The mountains were their home. They knew every valley, every stream, every
tree, every blade of grass. They knew how to listen to the flattened bracken as it
whispered news of recent passers-by. They knew how to interpret the crow's calls, as
they watched from the sky. They knew the ancient lore of roots and herbs growing
amongst the bracken and heather. They could heal the deepest wounds, soothe the
hottest fever. They knew how to melt into nothing, leaving no trace of their existence,
conjuring the ancient magic of the hills.
Maud sat amongst them, a winged serpent coiled around her upper arm, a short
sword at her side. She speared a piece of rabbit meat and roasted it over the fire. Then
she sharpened her blade with flint, ready for action, the crow perched on a branch just
above.
Rain fell on the slate roof like a dark rustling curtain. There was another noise from
inside, a restless, muttering noise. Someone was prowling through the house, opening
drawers, rummaging, moving from one room to the next. Maud pulled the bedcovers
over her head. The muttering infiltrated the bedcovers like a hum that wouldn't go away.
Maud held her breath and prayed. Make her go back to bed . . . make her go back to
bed . . . There was snoring from next door. Her Da was still fast sleep. Reluctantly she
dragged her sleepy body out of bed and followed the muttering downstairs to the sitting
room.
It was obviously getting harder for her Mam to control the weather. When Maud
crept downstairs she was lying on her stomach in the dark, in a thin nylon nightie,
holding a small pocket torch and feeling the wall behind the dresser. She put her hands
to her lips when she sc.w Maud.
"They're listening in again," she whispered. Her Mam was feeling for bugs. There
were people in the walls and technological listening devices implanted everywhere. Her
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hands traced every inch of wall a round the house. Maud had known as soon as she
heard the brittle, volatile laughter that the people would come back. The people that
watched, controlled and hated. Maud's hands shook. She knew what kind of a n ight it
was going to be.
"They don't like my weather," her Mam said, wriggling out from under the d resser.
"Can you hear them complaining?"
Maud listened in the dark to the sound of lashing rain. The cottage creaked ,
steeling itself against the wind. B u t s h e couldn't hear a n y people. H e r D a said that walls
couldn't have ears, Mam was just not herself sometimes. But if she wasn't herself, then
who was she? Perhaps an uninvited presence had slipped inside. Her Mam's eyes
were inhabited by a lifeless glare that slithered straight through Maud and out the other
side.
When the people did n't like Mam's weather, they controlled her through electricity.
Maud remembered what her Da had said about keeping an eye on the fridge-freezer.
Maud went into the kitchen. The plugs were pulled out from everything. Maud plugged
the fridge back in and it came on with a reverberating shudder. She paused, her heart
racing in the darkness, listening for her Mam's footsteps, but the house remained silent.
It didn't take Maud long to realise why. The front door swung wide open. Her
Mam was outside in the rain waving her arms. "Stop it," her Mam yelled at the sky.
"Just stop it. " The rain dissolved her Mam's nightie to a slippery membrane, as though
her Mam was liquefying in front of her. As her Mam raised her skeletal arms upwards,
grasping at needles of rain, Maud felt as though she was falling. Falling off the
precipice she'd been clinging to for some time, falling into dark unfathomable space, a
bottomless chasm with no hands to catch her.
"Come by h'yer, Mam," she begged , tugging at her Mam's nightie, "please come
inside."
Her Mam brushed her aside. "Not now love, I'm busy, see." Her Mam gazed
upwards, her face contorted in an effort to control the rain. Soaked and shaking Maud
fled inside and woke her Da.
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me."

There was shouting for the rest of the night. Maud lay in bed listening.
"Take the bloody pills," she heard her Da yell .
"There's nothing wrong with me," her M a m yelled back. "Stop trying to poison

Maud clung to a worn teddy bear. There was a thump that rocked the whole
cottage and then the crash of splintering plates being defiantly broken, one after
another.
From a place in another time, an old woman tipped back her head and wailed.
Wrapped in a smoky feather cloak, her throat tilted backwards, the loose skin trembling,
she called to Maud. It was a crow's caw, a gut wrenching call, a homecoming song.·
Maud used the sound to navigate. She slipped briefly out of this world and took refuge
in another.
The next morning, Maud came downstairs to find Ethan hunched over pieces of
broken crockery. Maud bent down and helped him pick them up. Her Mam had
disappeared across the hills, Ethan said , still in her n ightie and a pair of wellington
boots. He couldn't stop her, she'd just slipped out, Ethan confessed to Maud in that
soft, broken voice that adults use when children are the only ears around. A slightly
guilt-edged catharsis that begs the child to be a leaning post, to have shoulders great
enough to carry the world.
Maud slipped her fingers through his and they sat on the kitchen floor, broken
crockery beneath them, the pills scattered on the floor.
"I hate her," she whispered.
Glenys summoned Maud to the staffroom after school. She laid her collection of books
about Celtic mythology on the desk, opened at the places where the pages had been
ripped out. Maud stared at the ground, her shoes dangling over the edge of the chair.
"If you wanted to read the books Maud, why didn't you just ask?" Glenys said .
Maud's eyes remained inert. Glenys felt as if she were no more than a distant
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nuisance, her words ricocheting over the child's head and around the empty staffroom.
Suppressing an u rge to slap a response out of her, Glenys cleared her throat and tried
another tack.
"Do you like reading about the Celts? I've got lots of other books at home."
Maud shifted imperceptibly. Was this a flicker of response?
The hairs on Glenys' neck tingled. She became aware that the child was d rinking
her in drop by drop. G lenys' head swirled and her body took on a sudden gawkishness.
She had never felt so intensely, so microscopically observed .
The silence settled between them and Glenys sank inside herself for a moment.
The air reverberated with emotional telegraphs , a transmission on an u nseen,
molecular level. As her body absorbed and decoded each signal, Glenys located an
escalating tightness in her chest and stomach . She began to sense that what she had
m istaken for hostility was fear.
The child was completely frozen. Each molecule gripped tightly by terror.
"What's going on Maud?" Glenys asked. This time her words didn't ricochet. She felt
them being absorbed. "Why are you so frightened?"
The child fished in the front pocket of her dungarees. She handed Glenys the
missing pages without looking up at her. Glenys u nfolded them, smoothed them out
and sellotaped them back into the book. One of the pages was on Dewi , the pagan sea
god.
"Here," she said, handing the book to Maud. "This is for you to read properly. I
want it back in one week. And if you tear any more pages out I'll have you for
breakfast."
Maud took the book, slid off the chair and sloped out.
Glenys drove home up the hill, towards her cottage on the edge of the moors . It began
to rain again, a translucent sheet of water, drowning out the remaining light. Mud ran
down the road like a coat of thick orange paint. Her windscreen wipers were on full. A
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figure sudden ly leapt out i nto the road . It was Bronwen . Glenys slammed on the brakes.
The car skidded to a halt, skating sideways on a sheet of water.
What on earth was B ronwen wearing? Was she wearing anything at all? Glenys
edged the car closer and wound the window down an inch . "You alright Bronwen, want
a lift?"
Bronwen's hair was pasted to her colourless face . Rivulets of water ran down her
cheeks and her eyes were scorched red. She laughed scornfully and spiraled back into
the middle of the road, her arms outstretched , her face looking upwards, licking the rain
as it fell on her tongue.
"Bronwen, you'll catch your death," Glenys shouted , seeing the dragon rise up
before her again. "Please let me take you home." B ronwen tu rned and poked her face
towards the gap in the window.
"You can't have him!"
"What?" Glenys yelled into the ra in.
"I know what you're trying to do. You're trying to poison him against me. But he
doesn't want you, you know. Never did."
"Jesus, B ronwen . . " her voice trailed away. That was years ago, she was going to
say, then thought better of it. The memory of Ethan's resinous fingers on the back of
her neck, the waft of pine as they tucked her hair behind her ears , flickered and then
subsided. It really was a long time ago. Too long for any remnants of emotion .
"It's Maud I'm worried about." Glenys shouted . "And you . "
B ronwen's face twitched and g ri maced for a moment. She bent back towards the
window, smiling as a celestial calm descended.
"I'm at one," she said. " Reconciled with the storm. You should try it Glenys. You
can't control weather. I see that now. You have to flow with it." With that, she ran off,
back throug h the rip i n the darkness from where she'd sprung.
Glenys couldn't believe she'd been so stupid. How long had it been l ike this? How
come she' d never noticed? Ethan had been doing a good job of fooling everyone, with
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Maud his u nwitting accomplice. Who the hell d id he think he was protecting?
She turned the car rou nd and headed straight to Ethan's cottage.
The next day Glenys was warming her hands on the radiator in the staffroom when she
noticed Maud climbing the drainpipe of the school hall. A crowd of children had already
gathered , pointing and whispering, their gloves on string, dangling from their sleeves.
Wrapping her feet around the rusty pipe, Maud's fingers reached for handholds in the
stone as she pushed herself up.
Glenys looked to see if any of the other teachers had noticed , but they were
standing in a frozen huddle waiting for the coffee to percolate, buttoning their coats
against the draughts. Glenys knew she should do something but she couldn't think
what. If she yelled out, Maud might be distracted and fall . If she went out and ordered
her down, it was unlikely she'd respond, and then there would be the inevitable,
pointless series of pun ishments exacted by the other teachers. Maud constantly put
Glenys on the back foot like this, drawing her into situations where she had no choice
but to witness events helplessly.
Glenys wondered how Bronwen was doing. It had taken Glenys several hours to
persuade Ethan to ring the crisis services. He'd had some mad idea that Bronwen
would just come right, had believed her when she said that hospital just made her
worse. Maud had been out on the moors looking for her mother, an eight year old alone
with a torch for God's sake.
The rusty brackets holding the drainpipe crumbled out of the sandstone. The pipe
swayed, barely connected to the wal l . Maud stopped for a moment. Climb back down,
Glenys willed , but instead Maud continued upwards until she was level with the slate
roof. Pulling a stick from her anorak, Maud jabbed at something lying in the guttering.
She couldn't reach it. Maud leaned across even further, using her feet to anchor
her on the swaying pipe. Glenys could hardly bear to watch. Maud inched the stick
along the gutter, until she finally got hold of whatever it was and hau led it towards her.
Maud slid back down the pipe. Stalking past the other children, she walked over
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to the Davis child who stood alone, watching the climb, her flower splattered dress
flapping in the blustering wind. Maud handed Francine the old shoe. Francine took it
and slipped it i n her pocket. Maud glared at Francine and said something that Glenys
couldn't hear. Francine jolted backwards as if whiplashed. But by now, Glenys could
guess what it was. She'd heard it from the other kids, only this morning. Francine had
been going round calling Maud's Mam a nutter. The wind dragged Maud's black curls
across her face. Francine stared down at the ground, at a rainwashed hopscotch
beneath her on the asphalt.
The sky darkened overhead, just as the bell rang. The other children melted in to
their classrooms, but Maud remained where she was. A crow had landed on the school
wall, fanning its wings, greenblack feathers glistening in the moist air. It tilted its hooked
beak, opening and closing it several times. Maud stood, transfixed.
Mr Griffiths strode towards her, his tweed jacket flapping. The wind dislodged the
scrape of hair across his head and he self-consciously combed it back with his hand.
The crow screeched and flew off. Before Mr Griffiths could reach her, Maud had
turned around and walked back inside.
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The Immovable Object and the
l rresistable Force

Andy Jackson

A solid line of police, the irresistible force. One fresh young constable
after another lined up across the barricade and shouted "Move! Move!
Move!"

Very prepared to enforce that command.
I always thought "move" was a word of beauty - it meant change,
action, response, evolution. At that moment, they poisoned that word for
me; poisoned themselves.
Until I imagined them in drag (like all real men , Footy Show-esque).
A solid chorus line, the irresistible force; chanting "Groove! Groove!
Groove!" and these pounding jungle beats quite prepared to enforce that
command.
The beat, the beat, yeah on the beat, right
The beat, a whistle round the neck, the beat
A cherry red wig, and the groove and the beat
"Officer, I can stay here all n ight, I'm not moving except to dance."
It's every cliched leather-boy's fantasy - all these clean-shaven, strong
men in uniform, brandishing their long thick hard batons, imposing
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themselves on me without shame, those nameless faceless mindless
bodies, acting on sheer instinct, kind of animal, all leather and sweat and
deep voices, grunting and grappling. I'd show them "restraint". I'd show
them how to "obey orders".
It is so much easier to endure the flashbacks of baton charges, choke
holds, p ressu re-point tactics and beatings when all you can visualise is
the most adorable house divas, the most irresistible Force, in d rag. And
we wil l survive
to groove, groove, groove.
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Welcome to the GDS MERCHANDISE TENT!
BACK ISSUES
Make your bookshelf sexier and your ,1111110 word1orl l >11lv1 into the fa cInatIng 21 -yoar
history of Going Down Swinging with b.ic.k 1ss11os of yu111 choice (subJect to flvail;ibIhty)
Or become a repeat offender and grab anotliur copy of llus very bookl
issue 1 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $14.00
issue 18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10.00
issue 17, issue 1 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 4 .50 ea
T-SHIRTS
The perfect addition to your literary wardrobe! Comes
in two designs - I'm a Swinger! or A GST on Bombs
Not Books Available in S, M, L, and colours yellow,
green, white and pink

-------

" QS? Ql BQIOII, 1<.': r:t

I-shirts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . $18.00 ea.

A GST OX .BODS, li'OT llOOJ[S
.... -. � 111..- Jter;i

STICKERS
Peel 'em off and slick 'em
on stuff! You know the drill.
Available in various
random exciting neon
colours.
stickers $ 1 ea.

STUBBY HOLDERS
Keep the good oil cool in this full-colour receptacle made from 1 00% artifical materials.
Wrap it around the glass and pour it down your throat. Refreshingly literary!
stubby holders . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
THE DELUXE BOX SET
One of EVERYTHING for only . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.50 ea.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $55.00
• all prices include postage & personhandling

Submissions for GDS issue 20
are now being sought.
That's right, kids. We 're talking about YOU! We want YOU to send
us YOUR poetry, YOUR fiction and YOUR spoken word recordings.
As of issue 20, we also want YOU to send us YOUR lit-comics too!
Spoken word recordings should be recorded on minidisc, CD or DAT, and not be longer than 8
minutes. If you don't have access to those formats, send us your cassette recordings and we'll try to
work something out. Fiction submissions should be no longer than 5000 words. Submitting poems
longer than 700 pages would just be silly. Comics should be no longer than 4 pages. A maximum of
six pieces from each submitting author is preferred.
Unfortunately, due to size constraints, shorter works have a greater chance of publication.
Postal submissions unaccompanied by an SSAE will not be returned.
Please do not send us your only copy of your piece. Please do not
submit previously-published or previously-released material. Please,
please, eat your vegetables. They're good for you. Especially the
Brussels spouts.
Send your stuff to:
POSTAL: PO Box 24, Clifton Hill, Victoria, Australia, 3068.
EMAIL: gds@vicnet.net.au
As always, the above are merely guidelines, not rules. Except for the
bit about the Brussels sprouts, which is not negotiable. But if you want
to discuss anything else, contact us.

DEADLINE: 30th June, 2002.

i like it when you do that...
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